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Court Dinner, Company of Barbers,
Barber Surgeons' Hall, Tuesday,

8th December 1992.

It is a time-honoured rule of British foreign policy

not to recognize the government of a country until it

is in unchallenged control of that country's territory.

Britain has broken that rule in its dealings with

the former state of Yugoslavia, with consequenies that are

productive of acute embarrassment to Britain and create

hardship for others. If we do not like what we read about

that country and what we imagine we witness on television,

we ought to be saying to ourselves: "There, that is what

you have done. That is the face of the evil which you•••• ••

have wrought". I just hope we are enjoying the spectacle.

When Yugoslavia dissolved into civil war, we rushed

in along with other countries of the European Community

and recognized fragments of the old Yugoslavia as inde-

pendent states. We had no need to do that. No interest

of the United Kingdom was involved. Our motive was

merely to be in the forefront of those who pretend that

the European Community ought to have a single foreign

policy and a single defence policy - in short, to be a

fully-fledged state.

From that primary blunder we allowed ourselves to

be dragged on into intervening in somebody else's civil
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I am stretching the meaning of the word "perhaps" - we

would be justified in using the military and naval forces

of the Crown to secure it. But he would be a bold and

imaginative person who argued that the security and well-

being of the United Kingdom hangs upon the creation and

maintenance of an independent state of Bosnia. Not even

the worldwide busybodying of the United States, not even

the exorbitant ambitions of that terrifying monster, the

United Nations, would attempt to sustain so absurd a

proposition.

In the end, we are in danger of finishing up "doing

wrong", like that German chancellor who is said to have

affirmed in 1914 Wir tun Unrecht. And why? Because we

have voluntarily surrendered to others the control over

the vital decisions of our own state, the right (to put-it

bluntly) to mind our own business. There is a rising

tide of feeling in this country today which objects to

Britain being hustled out of its historic right to manage

its own affairs. The scene which appals us when we watch

British forces about to be committed in the Balkans is a

salutary reminder that a nation's right to manage its own

affairs is the right to manage them wisely and not foolish-

ly, with true humanity and foresight, and not in obedience

to the fashionable prejudices of the passing hour.
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war, than which there is no sort of behaviour more

criminally wicked. With typical complacency and sanc-

timony we announced that our motives were purely humani-

tarian. I wonder what the United States, which appears

keen to encourage us in our folly, would have thought

about it if in their own civil war, European nations had

intervened to check the invasion of the Confederate States

under the pretext that the motive was purely humanitarian.

Blockade and the threat of starvation are among the

weapons with which war, including civil war, is fought

and won. By attempting to put that weapon outside the

reach of the combatants in the Balkans, we are prolonging

the conflict and preventing the emergence of whatever new

pattern of power must sooner or later, through thick or

through thin, have to emerge there to replace the former

pattern. Until that has happened, that which we are

pleased to describe as "inhumanity" will be prolonged -

unless, of course, we intend to attempt by using force

ourselves to impose upon the Balkans the settlement which

in our wisdom we perceive to be the right settlement,

and to uphold it thereafter, right or wrong, by the same

means.

If our manifest vital national interest demanded that

there be such a settlement in the Balkans, then perhaps -



Address ty the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell MBE to t
ne

Annual Dinner of the Southampton Itchen Conser
vative

Association at the Park Hotel, Southampton, at 
8 pm

Saturday, 14th November 1992.

The events of the last two or three months, how
ever embarras-

sing for those holding political office, have g
iven cause for re-

joicing to all who, like yourselves, are in the
 business of voicin

and channelling public opinion. They have pro
ved a fact upon which

doubt has too often been thrown in the past. They have proved that

the British people, when determined upon somet
hing, are able to ben?

the House of Commons and Her Majesty s Governm
ent to obey tneir—Wilt----

411  In vain did all parties line up together at th
e last General 

Election, to say to the electorate: "You shut
 up: we mean to see

to it that the decisions which affect you most
 will be taken in

future outside the United Kingdom by the autho
rities of the Europea;:

Community." In vain did the newspapers Mull ov
er the division lists

of the House of Commons on the 4th November to 
discover who twiste,.:

whose arm. There was one thing which everybody in the Pal
ace of

Westminster knew. They knew that the British people are not willi
ni

to have the government of this country taken ou
t of their control.

Those who had been engaged for twenty years up
on the opposite

enterprise were obliged to U-turn and eat thei
r words as best the

could. There stood the message from their masters, wri
tten

• in.i words more legible than those the moving finge
r wrote on

the dining room wall at Belshazzar's Feast in B
abylon in the Book of

Daniel.

It only remains now for the politicians to work
 out how best

to obey their masters; and I want to use the o
pportunity tonight

to make my own little contribution to the effo
rt.

In such perplexities it is always a good dodge
 to go back and

discover the place where things went wrong. In this instance ther,_

is no difficulty about finding it. The British electorate in 1975

was offered a referendum on whether they wante
d to quit the Europk=
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Economic Community into which they had been voted in 1972 b
y

majorities in the House of Commons which varied between 8 a
nd 4.

How far that offer was an unprecedented demonstration of -s
incerity

by Harold Wilson or a device for avoiding a split in his Ca
binet

is a question which need concern us no longer. At all ever
4, the

electors were assured before the vote that membership cf th
e

Community had not destroyed the responsibility of Ministers
 to them

the electors for decisions by the Community: the United Ki
ngdom

had a veto, for voting in the Council of Ministers had to b
e unani-

mous.• Ten years after the referendum the Government, by this time

Conservative, broke that promise. There would be no Britis
h veto

after the Single European Act 1986. The best the British g
overnment

can now offer is to do its utmost to persuade the others, a
nd a fat

lot of good that seems to have been in averting the absurdi
ty of a

trade war between the United States and a United Kingdom im
prisoned

within the European Community. So the British electorate n
ow finds

itself with no say over the commercial policy that affects 
their

lives and their employment.

What the electors thought they were consenting to in 1974 a
nd

1975 was freedom of trade between Britain and the countries
 of the

neighbouring continent. Instead they have been told they m
ust

accept loss of their control ovor the government of their o
wn

country. And that is what, having woken up at last to the 
reality,

they are now refusing to do.
nt/.1"cke0,,

The prospectus was always a,Aa.141...e one. The huge volume of trad

between Britain and the Continent is due to mutual benefit.
 If the

Community did not exist, or if it ceased to exist, that tra
de would

continue: the member states across the water would be more
 anxious

than we are for it to continue. Trade is nnt made free by 
compuls1(.r.44,.

by demanding that the other fellow lives under the same law
s, pays

the same taxes, obeys the same regulations as we do. If we demand
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that from him, he soon retorts: "So you want to govern me? Then

I shall claim to govern you". That is the trap into which the

European Community has inveigled us: its creators wanted, and

want still, a united states of Europe. Inside a unitary state of

course there is freedom of trade, because it is a unitary state;but

ycu do not have to create a unitary state in order to trade freely.

We want to trade freely with the United States: we do not therefore

want to be governed by Congress nor want them to be governed by

Parliament. The whole beauty of trade is that it enables those who

govern themselves under different regimes and forms of governmen,

to enjoy nevertheless the fruits of each other's resources and each

other's ingenuity.

There is a dividing line here. Our government can approach

the governments of other countries and say: "It would be to the

common benefit of our respective citizens if we did not interfere,

by tariffs or other restrictions, with their desire to trade with

one another. Let us therefore agree to remove or not impose such

tariffs or restrictions". Those to whom they say this may be wise

enough to agree, or alternatively they may not be wise enough to

agree. What we must not then say is: "In order to enable our

respective citizens to trade together, we demand you govern yours

in the same way as we govern our own; and if you refuse, we will

overrule ycu by force". That way lies not the peace which freedom

of trade ousht to promote but strife.

We have been elated, and perhaps unduly elated, that the Russian

independent states and other states in Eastern Europe appear to have

chosen to govern themselves in a way less different from our own

than they did befcre. The last thing we ought to be contemplating

is to refuse freedom cf trade to them unless their countries agree

to accept commcn government with ourselves. They have difficulty

encush, to all appearance, in discovering forms of government with

which their citizens will be content, without our holding a pistol
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to their heads, in order to force them to don a straitjacket which

We offer.

It was a Britain which practised and preached the freedom of

trade that assist:d nations in Eastern Europe and elsewhere to

emerge to natinal self-government in the last century. Admittedly,

as a maritime and industrial nation, we had a vested interest in

doing so; but our doctrine and example were none the worse for

that. We are called upon now to perform the same service again,

and the opportunity has been given to us by the manifestation by

our own people that they intend, while seeking freedom of trade,_

to continue to govern themselves and to hold their government

111responsible to them through their elected Parliament. Not for the
-ing

first time, an embarrassment is point/u8 te an opportunity.

Our neighbours in Western Europe are confused and wondering

what we intend. What we ought to tell them, without making any

such preposterous claim as that we are situated "at the heart"

of that continent, is that we intend to return to the simple

objective held out to the people of Britain back in 1972 - to

secure freedom of trade as widely as possible without bringing

coercion to bear upon others or submitting to it ourselves. That

is not Albion perfide. It is Albion candide, a Britain which tells

its neiuhbours plainly what it intends and for what it will, ant

it will not, stand.



'Celebrity Lecture' delivered to the Coventry and
District Centre of the institute of Rankers at the
University of Warwick Arts Centre at 7.30 p.m,

11th November 1992.

So much bad economics has been talket and written, nct ali of

it by politicians, during the last two months that a bit of disin-
4,74

fection not be untimeiy.

I will begin with that old monster, the balance of payments. 

Unfortunately, for reasons some of which are too loathsome to disturb,
A.4-ear-444.".

a currenVsurplus on the balance of payments has come to te regarded

as a nationai virility syabol, ant a current account deficit corres-

pondingly as a national badge of shame. You and I of course know

better; but we must sometimes feel compassion for our less fortunate

fellow citizens, whose spirits apparently take a nosed ve whenever

tney hear, montn by month, . what are called "bad figures".

The troubie arises because there was all that talk about some-

thing called "the UK Limited", as if the United Kingdom were somehow

a limited liability com any with a profit-ant-loss account and as

if the balance of payments statement were that account. It is not;

but it has become ail too easy to grab the iatest balance of paymerts

figures and cry out, "jiy Got, we're deep the red' again!"

What you ant I unierstand, untroubled as we are by these vulgar

delusions, is that the balance of payments statement is just what it

says, an attempt to set out how payments balance. Ealance tney Lust.

,o;hy? Recause, an inscr table 2eeree o' ?rovidence tne number of 

potatoes sold is aiways exactly edual to the number of -otatoes bought,

and the number of pounds stars og exchan.,et by residents in the UK

for other currencies is always exactly equal to tne number obtained

by those non-residents in return for reiinquishinF t,eir ol,;n curren-

cies.

Urifortunate 1.1 the balance payments stateme t looKs I iwe a

o.it-ant-loss accou t ant can coneenuently be misrepresented as sucn,
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with innocent or guilty mot
ives. What it really is, is the a

ttempt

of statisticians to quantif
y the motives on either sid

e of the bar-

gains. .;),i; which sterling h
as been relinquished or acq

uired. When

I buy French francs for my 
annual holiday across the C

hannel that

goes down as current accoun
t. When whoever it is that get

s control

of what were my pounds spen
ds them in purchasing such 

assets here

as gilt-edged securities4or
 equity shares in industry,

 or industrial

plant and property, that go
es down as capital. In fact, if he hadn't

got hold of what used to be
 my pounds, he could not ha

ve "invested

in Britain", because we cha
rge in sterling for the ite

ms which he

419. bought. The balance of payments sta
tement is something constru

cted 

by statisticians to reassur
e themselves that the unive

rse works in

the way it does. Where they get the figures 
from and how reliable

those figures may be, it is
 no part of my intention to

 harrow your

feelings by enquiring. The simple point at which I
 am driving is

this: a so-called 'deficit' on one side of th
e balance necessitates

an equal so-called 'surplus' on the other side.
 We could just as

if we fancied talking that 
sort of language - throw ou

r caps in the
41,c4.1.

air and shout: "hurrah, Britain had a cork
ing surplus,last

month on capital account a.g..44". At least we ought to tap th
e

shoulder of our fellow citi
zen and say: "What? Balance of payments

statement! Take no notice, my dear fri
end; it does not matter a

scrap". That would be only mildly u
nfair to the handiwork of o

ur

statistician friends. They have in fact told us s
omething quite

interesting. They have told us that ther
e is a strong, continuing

propensity cn the part of t
he outside world to invest 

in Britain.

Because it does so, we have
 got to have a correspondin

g deficit in

the other column: there is no choice about th
at.

"But what if things change,
 and the capital inflow sto

ps?"

persists our would-be dolef
ul fellow citizen, "What th

en?" "Don't

you worry, my dear chap", w
e respond, "If it happens, 

that so-called

deficit which you insist on
 moaning about will have dr

ied up. how-
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ever, if you ask my opinion about a matter where I have no control,

I do rather like living at present in a country where the outside

world is investing hugely; and I will tell you why. With the

capital, with the cash, comes something else very often: new and

more effective methods of management and marketing. So, for heaven's

sake, cheer up".

Freedom of information is all very well; but the published

balance of payments statements verge upon freedom of disinformation.

If I had my way - I know I shouldn't be saying this - I would like

to prohibit them or allow them to be distributed only through very,

very learned journals where they would at least do no harm. But let

us go in search of other quarry.

In between watching on television those interminable results

of league football matches, the British public has recently acquired

the habit of watching the exchange rate of the pound sterling.

• Here at least, even if the balance of payments 

was a washcut, they feel they have got hold of a real national

virility index. So when the market rate cf sterling dips two or

three pfennigs, tears stream down the furroweC cheeks of the sons of

toil no longer occupied in the dangerous and unhealthy activity of

hewing coal miles below the surface. But I must be careful:

this quarry is more dodgy than the balance of payments.

For one thing, it is real, it is a market price, it is the market

price at which today those relinquishing sterling were striking

bargains with those acquiring sterling. A market price is nothing

to be sneezed at: it is a real fact of life, like the reading of

the mercury in a clinical thermometer. It has a story to tell, a

story of what is happening out there in the real world.

If a pound sterling is buying less here at home, a foreigner
/6 44 hina"

will want more pounds -61.s the currency he nas on cffer. So if the

Government has been printing money to spend its way to popularity

instead of taxing its way to electoral defeat, the increas4
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constantly posted) is seriously considering a "wage freeze"
.

Inflation is when all prices rise while continuing of cours
e

to vary in relation to one another. The expressions "price inflation",

"wage inflation" and the like are only evidence of the hocu
s-pocus

which has been successfully practised upon the public for y
ears and

which seems to be vigorous and active down to this present 
moment.

The trick is played as follows. "Rising prices are the sign of

inflation. Therefore rising prices, any rise in prices, cause

inflation". The illogicality of the reasoning is manifest. It is

equivalent to saying: "Wet pavements are a sign there has been

rain• therefore wet pavements cause rain". Crude as the fallacy 

is, it has not been disdained by one government, one chance
llor,

after another. It was alive and kicking in the run-up to black

Wednesday, when a fall in the exchange rate of sterling and
 the

consequent increase in import prices was denounced as infla
tionary.

You may even still, here and there, hear a faint voice rais
ed in

defence of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism on the grou
nd of its

supposed anti-inflationary effect.

The longest-running economic controversy of our time, and 
one

still not absolutely concluded, is that between the view t
hat infla-

tion is an evil caused uniquely by governments and the vie
w that it

is due to the greed or wickedness of those who contrive to 
raise the

prices they charge cr the wages they receive. There is nothing

obscure about the side on which, in this controversy, stand
 those

who want to wield temporal power. If money demand is constant,

the consequence of a rise in one price or wage is nct a ri
se but a

enea../s
fall in all other prices and wages, because the .p.evw-e-r to pay them

has been diminished. Search for the true culprit, the beam in

the lantern of Diogenes, efil-rics therefore upon the question: "Who 

or what causes money demand to increase?"

Directly or indirectly there can be but one answer to that

question: the Government. Sper4ng po er is increased when credit
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supply of British money will be reduced in market value in terms

of other money, When we go in for inflation, as the late un-

lamented Chancellor Lawson did, we must expect that to lower the

exchange rate of sterling, other things being equal.

That lawyer-like addition "other things being equal" was indis-

pensable, because all kinds of other things are happening all the

time everywhere in the world besides what our own Government is

doing. Somebody somewhere may have happened, just at the time,

to invent a new moustrap, and the rest of the world may have been

scrambling to get hold of his currency to buy it from him, thus

forcing the exchange rate of that currency up and that of others,

including ours, down. Absolutely everything everywhere - a change

of fashion, a new discovery, a shift in public taste - has its

/de's-14'4'
effect, unpredictable andundisaa4144..gable, upon the exchange rate.

Lucky us, because that means we have an instrument for deciding

what to buy and what to sell, and where.

If the price of our imports rises because the exchange rate of

sterling falls, we look to see if it would be a better bargain to

manufacture something ourselves, or a substitute, or maybe to dis-

pense with it altogether. I have sometimes heard businessmen, or

those purporting to speak on their behalf, demand that the exchange

rate should be pegged, fixed, stopped from being a market price.

Yet change, and assessing the consequences of change better than

one's competitors, are the bread-and-butter of business. It is like

Alol.6x4r4
hearing a rittli-l-e-4* complain he would do better if he were blinded

to hear a businessman who wants to get rid of market prices.

"But you have forgotten inflation, and the rise in the domestic

price of imported goods which is bound to occur when the sterlinE

exchange rate falls!" No, sir; I had not forgotten, but you nave 

brought me neatly to the next unhappy delusion with which my fellow

countrymen have become accustomed to wrestle. Your intervention

is timely too, if the Cabinet (whose deliberations are nowadays kept
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is expanded. In that sense, the old cry is true,

 that the banking

system manufactures money. What cannot however have escaped t
he

notice of the least attentive in r
ecent weeks is the presumption,

widespread and unchallenged, that 
the Government controlsthe decision

to expand credit. Mr Lamont is asserting this wheneve
r he muses

publicly upon what he will or will 
not or might or might not do to

ba/sa )2-Zill ice-44

interest rates. Even without using thrationalisatio
n Act of 1945,

which placed draconian powers in t
he hands of government, it is

government and nobody else that op
erates the money valve.

How can it come about, then, that 
government, while professing

its desire to keep the internal pu
rchasing power of money stable,

can all the time contemplate openi
ng the money valve or, as at

present, keeping it permanently ha
lf-open? I must, I am afraid,

invite you to accompany me into som
e pretty uninviting infernal

regions; but I am disclosing nothing which 
sharp eyes and ears

could not pick up when the policema
n at the door of No. 10 Downing

Street opens and closes it for memb
ers of the Cabinet. To spend

without taxing, "no more than to l
ove and to be wise", is "not

given to men". Yet they have been trying to do th
e trick since

before the Fall of Adam, and the t
echnique is now pretty well

understood.

When Government spends more than i
t receives in revenue, the

difference is made up by borrowing 
from the banking system, another

way of saying, by "expending credit
" or, in the jargon, "monetizing

debt". So what deters governments from in
dulging this delightful

device to their hearts' content? 
It is the fact that government

borrowing from the banking system 
causes inflation. If therefore

the Government were to take respons
ibility for tne consequences of

its own actions, the result would 
be merely to escape from one sort

tut-
of/popularity into the arms of anot

her sort; and in this predica-

ment tre members of my own profess
ion resort to the use cf one of

the most important pieces of the p
olitician's equipment - spoof.
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They act and they talk as if everyone except themselves w
ere to

blame for inflation. What else does a Minister mean by "fighting

inflation", or "winning the battle against inflation", ju
st as

though inflation were some Apollyon from outer space and 
not himself

,wearing his other hat. It simply is not safe to tell the children

who Father Christmas really is. Some of the simplest devices are

often the most effective in operation; and it is on this excrucia-

tingly simple fallacy that politicians of all colours hav
e come to

rely. If you blame the rainfall upon the wet pavement and do so

long enough and loudly enough, there will not be lacking 
those who

are ready to give you an ovation.

The recent reappearance of the TUC in Downing Street was 
an

ominous harbinger: "they do it, so they can stop it" is the message

which the public is intended to receive. Sure enough, .though 

ironically, the Trade Unions too have a vested interest i
n the

belief that by wage increases they can cause inflation. 
It is no

mean buttress to one's self-esteem to be credited, howeve
r deviously,

with the power to work evil.

We might seem to have travelled a long way from the parit
y of

sterling in the exchange markets and from the balance of 
payments.

Not really. In politics all roads have nack of converging upon 

one central point, and the present is no exception. It was control

of the power to tax which ultimately transferred control 
over

government in the United Kingdom to the electorate which 
makes and

unmakes each successive House of Co=ons. When Parliament in 1972

framed a comprehensive surrender of its sovereignty to th
e institu-

tions of the European Community, it vas careful to transf
er its

financial control along with the rest. This country cannot be

successfully self-governed unless the electorate is able 
to hold

the Queen's Ministers responsible to it in financial term
s. The

A/k:a. A AzZ
condition nf:_th.e electorateexerciser that power,is that the net-

work of misrepresentation which has surrounded discussion of the
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British economy is torn down, to reveal the stark, underlying

choices which every adult citizen is able to join in making. Your

Institute, which arranged this lecture, is dedicated to the

education of its members and of the wider public. In helping to

dispel dangerous illusions with which others have surrounded yo
ur

profession, it contributes not only to public enlightenment but
 to

the survival of democratic self-government in Britain.



•
Paper delivered by the Et Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MEE 
to the Autumn Dinner of the Priory Church Monuments
Restoration Fund, Abergavenny, at 7.30 pm, Saturday

24th October 1992.

dq,/e7, i. 1- //V

From the time of my first visit to the priory church many years

ago I retain a recollection of the puzzlement created by the muddled

re-assembly of the tombs there. Since then, I have had a lot of

adventures with what I may alliteratively call the riddles of the

wrongly restored and I thought I might cffer you tonight a few

musings upon that topic.

The wrong re-assembly of tombs is a phenomenon which can have

one of several distinct causes. The case at Abergavenny seems to 

be that cf mistaken restoration following deliberate sabotage; but

there were several reasons of an innocent character fcr tombs to be

removed from their original places and thus exposed to the risk of

being wrongly re-assembled. kany abbeys and priories at the time of

the dissolution of the monasteries were splendid mausoleums of local

families and contained long historical sequences of monuments, a

whole genealogy in stone. Often &Ilitattempt was made to save them by

conveying some at least to a refuge in the local parish church. That

4.n.4.4ec
is how a t4.4 series ofyadventures befell the Earls of Oxford

after being turned out of the priory church at Earls Colne, a subject

upon which I spent many an obsessive hour. Not only were the largest

of them placed in the parish church and moved around there; but in

the 18th century the family which then owned the P-iory reclaimed the

tombs -a-s-4—rto-t---e-n-i-y-built bits of them into the walls of a new mansion

4.44va
and courtyard 4,a4-sawed others up 8L-1 arrange, them in a special

gallery for after dinner viewing. It is no wonder if, when piety

and remorse re-assembled what remained of the tombs in an ancient

chapel in the adjacent county, sever4 of them got put together wrongly.

One #-±-e-e.t I remember in particular. Tie saracen's neat from tne

jousting helm of one effiEy went completely astray and finally fetched
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up in the conservatory of a private house, whose ovJner couteously

allowed me to inspect and photograph it. "Ee's really quite likeable

isn't he?" one of my companions asked the host. It only dawned later

that the remark had been taken by him tc refer not to the saracen but

to me

One has always to be on the look-out - in parish churches, I mean -

for tombs which have come from dissolved monasteries with all the

attendant inconveniences involved. In the church at hurstmonceaux,

for instance, wnere the Astronomer f oyal used tc twellrthere is to be

found a tomb of one of the Dacres, which was evidently saved from the

neighbouring Battle Abbey.

In these adventures, simple theft e-a-m-sometimes play a part.

Fortunately, a good thumping block of --a-l-e-e-ez-54e-r is some

deterrent to marauders; but there are exceptions. One, for obvious

reasons, is the wooden effigy, for which a fortunately brief fashion

prevailed in tne early 14th century. Unhappily, there is a lively

!II  market on the Continent for alleged- English wooden statuary, and an 

inconvenient law of property across the Channel wnich hinOers recovery,

as the parishioners of Englefield in Berkshire discovered when they.4.rni.A-4/cd c •
had to buy their wooden Earl of Salisbury back ivlore gravely

vulnerable is tnat overwhelmingly Britisn substitute for -t4t-e.7.
4-fq-S,S. Brasses and 

bits of brasses can be unscrewed and levered up from their stonvbed

and thus go adrift, resulting in all sorts of inishaps. •

There are t,,Jo habits which have nothing to do
cause

with larceny tut which / a none the les_ depiorable severance between

objects and their intended environment. One is the habit, happiiy

no _Long r common, of re-locati g brasses in groups: example, the 

famous anc striking mass portrait gallery assembled in front of the

chancel of Cobham in Kent. ibC other habit, which arises from the 

noblest motives, is that of affixing brasses to boards and hanging them

up cn wails - quite conven ent wgen the brasses are paiimpsest,cut
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otherwise deplorable, which reminds me that I have certain unfinishet

business with the incumbent of a ,parish church in Essex

much given to hanging up its brasses.
ef-

The fortunes of wandering brasses, whicht.often had to be rescued

from beneath new paving or new pews or new monuments, bring me to

another fruitful cause  1' the re-location of monuments. This is the

desire tc tidy up the chancel and the east end of aisles and create

more space there - an activity in which liturgy and ecclesiology run

hand in hand. One sympathizes, of course. The place of honour to the

north of the altar was normally occupied as of right by the founder

of the chancel or of the aisle chapel; but his descendants demanded

and obtained adjacent positions nearby; around or in front cf the

altar until a clutter was created which must halde impeded pre-,

Reformation devotions and which seemed unsuited to post-Reformation

liturgy, whether Laudian or not. The gentlest remedy was to clear

the clutter away and re-arrange the contents where they wouic cause

less inconvenience - in the space, for instance, along the wall of

either aisle, the south aisle for preference.

A similar process of tidying-up and re-arranging was often

stimulated by the foundation of one of those chantries so beloved

of the 15th century. The tomb of the founder and prime beneficiary

would of course be located inside the parclosed end of an aisle

which had been assigned tc 6.et chantry; but two other processes

were common. I,,emorials of those outside the scope of the founder's

aim would be packed off out cf tle way; ann secondly, ancestors

whom the founCer's charity had incluted in the intercession of the

chantry priest would be moved over into the chantry from tneir

former resting place.
it was some such re-

arrangementswhicn resulted in the puzzlingly erroneous re-assemblage

of a Bourchier tomb at Halstead, Essex, as I recall with embarrassment.

To explain to a meet ng in the vilia—e nail there what I believes had

hap ened to their monument, I contrived a wooden model of that tomb



which could be dismantled and put together again with pegs - only to

discover to my dismay in the course of the demonstration that I had

made the pegs a shade too large to fit.

I take refuge from that recollection by observing that sometimes

when a church contained a family series of memorials and was rebuilt,

a completely new set of the requisite number of effigies would often

be ordered brand new - with the result that those who belonged tc

generations far apart found themselves represented in identical armour

and even attitudes. I recall, as a good example, the series of new

tombs which was made when Winchelsea, complete with a splendid new

cnurch was converted by Edward I into what in FraP,ce they cali a

bastide. I remember too the knights of Aldworth in Eerkshir/who

belong too harmoniously to the edifice built to replace a doubt-

 

less cramped Anglo-Saxon predecesscr.=_Above all I recollect,beside

the dancing waters of Lake Annecy in Savoy)the 19th century mausoleum

of the Savoyard ancestors of te Italian royal family, -;.2b lie there

in impeccably correct order but ali of the same date!

I apologize: I have rambled on from removal and restoration

to substitution. 14hat is certain is that when Abergavenny restores

what the 19th century, early and late, restored not so success-

 

fully, the resources of modern scholarship will be laid under contri-

bution to guide as many as possible of the disjecta membra back into

their rightful places, so far as that can be done in harmony with the

needs and the perceptions of a Church whicn changes because it lives.



Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Cardigan and Pembroke North Conservative Association,
Llandysul, Dyfed, at 8 p.m. Thursday, 1st October

1992.

Through all the commotion over the European Community and

Britain's membership of it there has sounded an ominous note. The

rediscovery that Europe is after all composed of nations has been

Oeeted in many quarters by condemnation of what is called "national-

e)
ism". It is therefore timely - and where could there be more appro-

priate to do so than here in Wales?- to point out that being a nation

and being self-governed through democratic institutions are one and

the same thing. To make an epigram: no nation, no self-government;

no nation, no democracy.

Good manners require one to start with a definition. Very well,

then. A nation is that society whose members will recognize and

obey no authority outside it. To discover what nations the former

artificial state of Yugoslavia compris-d, unspeakable horrors are

being perpetrated and endured. We have no right to sit complacent

within our maritime frontiers - maritime, that is, except for Counti-.

Down, Armagh, Fermanagh and Londonderry - and flourish the word

"nationalism" as a contemptuous taunt.

The United Kingdom is - or rather was, until we acceded to the

Treaty of Rome in 1973 - a parliamentary state, where law is made,

. A _ _ _ _ _

--- tX-es are impoSed and the executive is called to account by the

majority in an assembly which the people of all the localities of

411the United Kingdom have joined together to elect. When the elector-

 

ate was doing that thing, it knowingly accepted that, in the House of

Commons being elected,a numerical majority - as small perhaps as

one or as the Speaker's casting vote - would decide every question,

great or small.

Stand back for a moment and survey that extraordinary fact.

Upon one thing all the electors were agreed. Whether they were in

County Durham or in Hampshire, in Cardigan or in Aberdeen or in
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Belfast, they knew and accepted in advance that whomever they
the

elected would find himself or herself in either / majority or a

minority in the House of Commons and that in that place the majority

would prevail. There was no doubt about the consent to that. The

Welsh Nationalist candidateand the Scottish Nationalist candidateS

alike said to the eleotors: "Vote for me and I will go to Westmin-

ster and be in either the majority or a minority there". In 

northern Ireland Sinn Fein did not say that, they said "Vote for me

and I will not go to Westminster"; but Sinn Fein did not get electea.

Here then is a remarkable fact. In every part of the realm,

in every party which cculd win a single seat, the electors all

accepted in advance that they would obey whatever the majority at

Westminster decided. Without that acceptance there would be no

House of Commons, no elections, no politics - let us come clean and

say it, no democracy. Yet there is something special about such an

electorate-. It could not accept that condition unless it thought

that the whole had more in common than the separate parts: "we are",

it is as if they said, "we are all one people, one nation. Those

at opposite ends of the country, those of different political

opinions, are still part of us and we of ther0'. Suppose we -k-frew

that after an election fifty or five hundred members would come intc

the House of Commons from somewhere else and swing the divisions,

---- w-Ould we not all say: "Well, in that case, what is the use of cur

voting? What is the use of having an election at all?"

So to be part of one nation is the precondition of parliamentary

government. It is the precondition of what we know as self-govern-

ment, as free government. Election by election, the peeple of every

part of the United Kingdom opt in to that nation by their vote.

Wales opts in, Scotland opts in, Northern Ireland opts in. It is

a free option, freely chosen. The  W.cash Nationalists, so-called,

the Scottish Nationalists, so-called, know better than tu challenge

the decision. If they didn't agree with it, all they need do would
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be to say, "Elect me and I will not go tc Parliament". They don't

do that; they know better; they know they would not be elected;

they know that the United Kingdom parliament is the representation

of one natien, no less, no more.

This is the logic which the creators of the European Economic
under

Community set out to defy. They said, "The laws/which citizens

shall live, the taxes they shall pay, the economic and other policies

which their government implements shall no longer be decided in the

nation to which they belong: these things shall be decided for them

by others, by a totality with which most of them do not so identify

themselves as to be content for the majority to prevail". No wonder
the

the structure is in process of dissolving into/thin air and the

hallucinations of which it was composed. Perhaps it weuld have been

better if Napoleon or Hitler's Germany or G d had ordained otherwise;

but they did net. The Europe we have is a Europe composed of natiens,

able to be free and self-governed because they are nations.

To live, as we live, under a majority, is not tc live under a

tyranny. The rule et' majority brings with it its own conditicns and

its own constraints. It has to respect, and it knows that it has to

respect, its component parts. We are, say the Welsh, a cenedl; and

we have, say the Welsh, a iaith. Just so; and that which the

Welsh regard as special to themselves has been acknowledged and

protected without any diminution of the parliamentary principle of

decision by majority, into which the electors of every censtituency

in the Principality ccntinue freely to opt. The rule of majcrity

decision is not the rule of uniformity. It was not parliamentary

democracy which imposed upon Nazi Germany Gleichschaltung, compulsory

uniformity: it was a movement dedicated to the destruction ef

representative democracy. A parliamentary natiGn represents an

a:Aparent paradox, the apparent contradiction between unity and

diversity; but there is a resolution to the paradox, a resolution

to which testimony is borne by the history of the United Kingdom
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since 1707. The unity of the nation implies that th
e law is made -

;%.1- XI%) • i% 6e

that coercion 4,5 brought to bear upon t
he individual citizen - only

through the legislative representative 
institution, deciding by

majority. Its decision can be in favour of divers
ity and still be

a majority decision. In the last century and more a system o
f

elective local government has been crea
ted and developed in the

United Kingdom; but it is the creation of law made by P
arliament.

At the Union cf 1707 Scotland was guara
nteed the preservation of its

own system of law; and Parliament in consequence often leg
islates

separately for Scotland, but it legisla
tes as a whole and it legis-

lates, as in everything else, by majori
ty.

The sovereignty of ParliaMent - it is t
he first time I have

oV'
uttered that blessed word)- is ccnsiste

nt with the preservation,

nay, with the creation (if so desired),
 of diversity?within the

naticn. The last Prime Minister was not talking
 nonsense when she

asserted that preserving the diversitie
s within Europe was compatible

with maintenance cf the sovereignty of the component nat
ions. The

Britain which fostered and assisted the
 rise cf modern Europe on the

basis of parliamentary national soverei
gnty was not a barbarian

power, bent upon denying and uprooting 
whatever Europe possesses in

common. To be governed by consent through repre
sentative institu-

tions presupposed - this was the exampl
e and doctrine of nineteenth

century Britain - independent nations.
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It is nice to have company. After so many years spent

alone on top of my hill, warning my fellow countrymen not to sa
cri-

fice their parliamentary self-government for the sake of the Eu
ro-

pean Community, I suddenly find that I am cramped for space, no
w

we discover that half the French electoratthave no stomach eith
er for

Maastricht and all its works.

However, as the oldest inhabitant, I want t) do my best to

make the invading horde welcome. "If you want a diffrent sort of

European Community", say I to those of them who are British, "i
t is

not the Maastricht Agreement you n-ed to alter. You c;.n make your

contribution to creating a European Community of indepyndent se
lf-

governing nations by doing something which is within ycur own c
ontrol.

What needs amending is neither the Maastricht Agreement nor, fo
r that

matter, the Treaty of Rome, but the European Communities Act 19
72 on

your own statute book".

At that point I have to pause to remind those of them who

have forgotten that this was the statute which made a comprehen
sive

surrender to the authorities in Europe of Parliament's exclusiv
e

right to legislate and to tax and of the jurisdiction of this c
oun-

try's courts. When that Act was passed, the people of Britain were

assured that parliamentary sovereignty would not be affected, a
nd

they were encouraged to believe that the object was to create a
 free

trade Europe.

After that informative interruption, I resume: "What you

need to do now is to limit the effect of that Act to whatever i
s

judged, by Parliament and by our own courts, to be essential fo
r

creating freedom of trade. A simple Bill, which unlike the Maas-

tricht Agreement Ratification Bill, the House of Commons would 
pass,

would be sufficient to make the change. No need then to contract

rut of this or that Treaty or to bother the Prime Minister abou
t

what he means by 'subsidiarity'. Just do what you thought you were

doing when you joined the Community in 1972",
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"So, my friends", I shall conclude, because I see the 
faces of

many old friendsthere, "there is no need to quarrel or
 tc break one

another's heads or anybody else's head. All we need is to say upon

the face of our statute book what we mean and what we 
meant all alon.

All in all, we had quite a week last week, didn't we. 
And it

fell out as predicted by Professor Alan Walters when i
n 1988 he ad-

vised Mrs Thatcher to sack Nigel Lawson and refuse to 
enter the Euro-

pean Exchange Rate Mechanism. His only mistake was to resign himself.

It is easy for a politician to feel sympathy for the G
reek

Heracles waging his mythical battle with the Hydra in 
that ancient

swamp. You remember his problem: as fast as he succeeded in cutting

off the Hydra's poisonous heads, they sprouted again i
n full vigour.

A politician, for his part, knows the misery of watchi
ng his fellow

countrymen desperately grasping at old fallacies which
 he thought

had already been disposed of long ago.

That was a sensation which I experienced acutely when 
two

years ago I watched Margaret Thatcher stampedel by a c
horus of pro-

fessional bigwigs into pegging the exchange rate of th
e pound ster-

ling inside an organisation called - though the name o
f it matters

little - the European Exchange Rate Mechanism. One of the consequen-

ces of this was that when she was assassinated a year 
later by the

Euro fanatics whom she had upset and er place was taken by John

Major, her successor was obliged to ::-.4car by all the gods there are

that he loved a fixed exchange rate Tor the pound ster
ling and would

die fighting to defend it.

Between 1944 and 1969 the people of this country suffe
red agon ea

- agonies not only of mortification but geniune econom
ic damage -

before a great truth was universally acknowl dged and 
acclaimed,

namely, that for a country to peg the exchange rate of
 its currency

to some external standard is not only to throw away th
e electorate's

control over the economic policies of its own governme
nt but a cer-

tain way to ensure public humiliation. The humiliation is that of
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the village idiot who undertakes to carry a pin
t of water from here

to there in a sieve.

Now the same humiliation has been inflicted ag
ain after a lapse

of only twenty years upon the long-suffering B
ritish people. How

came so hard won and important a truth to be a
bandoned within living

memory, to the accompaniment of all but univers
al acclaim? The

question is worth answering.

Another truth too, equally hard won and equally 
vital, had gone

down the same plughole - a truth about the nat
ure and cause of in-

flation, a truth which the return of a Thatcher
 parliament in 19(9

appeared to have signed, sealed and delivered. 
Let me state that

truth with as crisp a brevity as I can command.

Inflation is caused, is only caused, and can o
nly be caused,

by government. Government, the sole malefactor, having caused
 in-

flation then cunningly turns round and accuses 
the public of having

done so: the cheater cheats the cheatecL Equally plain is how

government causes inflation: it causes it by creating surplus

additional money. When government does that, inflation follows a
s

night follows day; and when government stops doing that - they ca
ll

this "fighting inflation", in order to cover u
p their own tracks -

inflation in due course ceases. Thereupon a broad grin of self-

satisfaction suffuses the features of governmen
t. "There you are",

they say; ° we have squeezed inflation out of the economy"
 - for all

the world as if they had not caused it in the 
first place. Of coureL

all this would be great fun if the end of infl
ation, once it has

caused, did not entail huge misery upon ordina
ry people.

Everything that I have just said we ought to k
now, because it

has happened under our own noses in the last f
ew years. In 1987-89

Nigel Lawson, then Chancellor of the Exchequer
, deliberately and

knowingly created inflation. With his disappearance from office

his little game was stopped and in consequence 
inflation slowly fell

from double percentage figures to low single f
igures. The government
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had stopped causing inflation: that was all, but what a hullabaloo

they made. It is our policy, said they, that has reduced 
inflation,

including incidentally our policy of a fixed e
xchange rate.

Now watch carefully, and I will show you how t
he conjuror does

his trick. Inflation means that all prices rise. Hey presto. Turn

it upside down and say instead that when prices
 rise it causes in-

flation. That's nonsense, as surely as saying that wet 
pavements

cause rain; but there's no limit to what the conjuror's au
dience

will believe. So, then, any rise in any price anywhere cause
s in-

flation? Yes? I have you hooked, my friend.

When there is inflation and all prices rise, t
he prices of im-

ports increase too: money being more plentiful is worth less and

exchanges for less foreign money in the market.
 What we will do,

then, says the government, is to jam the excha
nge rate and prevent

it from declining. That will put a stop to inflation, will it not
?

And the Prime Minister goes on television to t
ell us that a fixed

exchange rate is one of the government's polic
ies to prevent inflatic.

which is why he revels in the humiliation of c
hasing around after th

German Bundesbank.

One thing I left out just now. I omitted to mention why Nigel

Lawson caused inflation. It was not done out of mere naughtiness.

It was done because he had promised the Americ
ans to keep the exchan,L_,

rate of sterling down against the American dol
lar, which he would do

by manufacturing more sterling and putting it 
into circulation at

home. The connection is instructive. It shows what a foolish and

wicked thing it is to rig the exchange rate of
 currencies. Leave

them alone, and they will tell you truth. Fudge them, and the

fudging distorts everthing else, including Har
old Wilson's celebrated

"pound in your pocket".

Why then did all those clever people in 1989 s
cream to high

heaven for Mrs Thatcher to put her head into t
he noose of the ERM?

What they wanted, said they, was stability. Now here's a strange
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thing. The world is changing all the time and everything in it.

All the time fortunes are being made, not least in the City, by

guessing those changes right when everybody else is guessing them

wrong. Yet the very people whose lives are spent making money by

discounting change and insuring against it spend their spare time

begging politicians to jam the gauges which measure change. "What

a lovely world it would be", sigh the bankers and the entrepreneurs,

"if whatever else altered, the exchange rate of the pound and the

dollar and the mark and the kroner (I suppose) remained just the

same".

Tilcl*t.: is only one safe way to cope with change. That is to allow

it to express itself freely and not manipulate the signals. Here in

Britain is a nation which lives on trading with the world outside.

If ever there was a nation which needs to know the truth about itself

and that outside world, it is ours. That alone will tell us what it

is worth our while to do and how. We need signals; we live by

signals; and of all those signals the most sensitive, and the most

vital is the signal which enables us to compare the value of things

in our own money with its value in other people's money. It sounds

simple, and it really is. The complexity begins when the conjurors

start up their tricks for their own purposes.
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ENOCH POWELL

Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE to the
Inaugural Luncheon of the Executive Association
(Midlands) at the Civic Hall, Birmingham, at 1 pm

Friday, 11th September 1992.

The tidingr, Olch I b”ing are decidedly alarming: you will

be living and working in a nation that is fighting for its existencK

Perhaps your first assumption may be that I refer to the balance

of payments figures or the exchange rate of the pound sterling or

such like. Not at all. I mean fighting for its existence in the

sense  in which this country fought for it and preserved it in the

Battle of Britain - bUt with one important difference. This time

we are doing so with the political establishment against us: it

is as if we had been fighting the Battle of Britain led by Lord

Halifax instead of Winston Churchill.

"Fighting for our existence" is a bold expression; but I mean

it literally. I mean fighting for the right to exist as a nation

which governs itself through its own institutions and in particular
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t hroug h its elected Parliament. It is the same thing as all

battles for existence are about, whether fought at Sarajevo or

over the English Channel. That existence is being systematically

destroyed while we watch.

It goes on all the time. The new Master of the Rolls cele-

brated his appointment recently by announcing that in his opinion

our laws ought in future to be made not in Parliament but by un-

elected and unelectable judges. There ought, said he, to be enacted

a statute of such wide and vague generality, commonly called a Bill

of Human Rights, that the actual legislation, the definition of the

law, would be in the hands of the courts. His announcement was

solemnly and respectfully reported and discussed, nor did any mob

form to burn down  his  house, as the Gordon rioters once burnt down

Lord Mansfield's. Yet he was proposing nothing less than the aboli-

tion of Parliament as our legislature.

For weeks now the front pages of the newspapers, or their

business and financial supplements at least, have been reporting

the prospective fate of the British economy. To hear them talk

you might suppose that our government was responsible to Parliament

and through Parliament, to the people, for whatever it did to the

prevailing rate of interest and the value of the currency - the

"pound  in  your pocket". Not a bit of it! Read more attentively,

and you will find that this reeponsibility has been handed over to

authorities outside this country: the British electorate can go

hang  for  all that they have to do with the matter. How come? You

may just manage to recall that two years ago all the bigwigs, the

spokesmen of industry and of the city, the pontificators of the

clearing banks and notably of that government institution, the Bank

of England, were howling like a pack of wolves for the Government

disavow all responsibility for these matters to the British

public and hand it over - not to put too fine a point upon the

matter - to the German central bank. "There now", they were saying;

- 3-
"that will be much better. We can trust the Germans. Our own

fellow countrymen we no longer wish to trust". The pack howled

so loudly that the "Iron Lady" herself collapsed and gave in, pushed

by, among others, those who are now sitting in her seat. If politics

is about the economy, the British electorate can whistle for it:

their economic government is not in Westminster now but in Berlin.

You may be starting to see what I meant by the Battle of Britai".

While the public was asleep, the politicians were surrendering. It

would not have been necessary for Hitler, if he had won in  1940, to

impose upon Britain terms anywhere near as humiliating as those

which a Conservative government forced through the House of Commons

in 1972, transferring the powers of Parliament to the institutions

of the European Community. The power of veto, it is true, remained

with British ministers; but even the veto was torn up and thrown

away under a guillotine procedure by Mrs Thatcher's government in

1986.

The result is that the people of Britain now live under laws

and pay taxes which are not enacted by their Parliament. Who did

it? Why, the political establishment, and with such widespread

approval that Her Majesty's Opposition, in the  recent  period when

they were stealing Mrs Thatcher's clothes, appropriated this garment

too and are now resolutely entrenched against the British electorate

retaining any control over Britain's affairs. The present Prime

Minister, they complain, ought to have explicitly turned over to

the European Community the making of British law on social affairs

and labour relations.

In an independent democratic country the government is respon-

sible to Parliament for the conduct  or  foreign affairs, the making

of war and peace. Do not imagine that thia remaining rag of British

independence has been allowed to escape. The Battle of Bosnia is

not about Bosnia; it is an episode in the Battle of Britain. The

whole purpose of the Governmenb's operations concerning  Yugoslavia
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was  to destroy a remaining vestige of their responsibility to

Parliament, substituting the European Community for Her Majesty's

Government in the United Kingdom. Who was it that decided the

United Kingdom should recognize Bosnia as an independent sovereign

state? Not the UK, but the European Community. Who was it that

brought the United Kingdom to intervene in a civil war in the

Balkans? Not Her Majesty's Government responsible to Parliament,

but our new rulers, the European Community, responsible to n6body.

The United Nations itself, clad in its odour of ineffable

sanctity, is in on the business too. We are now informed that the

armed forces of the Crown are committed in Mesop,tamia in pursuance

of a decision of the United Nations and armed with the authority

of that body. Foo-eet In an independent self-governing country 

there can be only one body to which government is responsible for

the commitment of forces to military operations. That body is

Parliament. Yet we look on passively while the Royal Air Force

overflies and intimidates another independent country in another

region of the world, and we dance about from one foot to the other

askirig whether the United Nations is going to commit those enlisted

to serve the British Crown to armed intervention iha civil war

going on ih the Balkans. It iS the most humiliating form of sub-

jection for a country when somebody else decides what its armed

forceawill, may or must do. It was not to subordinate the RAF to

any outside body that the Battle of Britain waa won in 1940; but

that is what the losing Battle of Britain in 1992 is bringing about

now.

The power of Parliament to be the sole expression of the British

people's will and its freedom from encroachment was built upon

Parliament's exclusive right to tax. We pay our taxes "cheerfully"

(as the time-honoured preamble to finance bille declares) and we

ought to pay them honestly becausd we ourselves alone, through the

voice of Parliament, enact them. The ultimate control of Parliament
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- which is to'say, of the people - over governmentWas the power

to grant or to withhold taxation. Not any more, not any more

technically since 1972, and not any more in practice since the

Chancellor of the Exchequer was forced on to his kntLes by the

European Community and made to promise what Value Added Tax would

or would not in future be payable in the United Kinpdom. The

Community is now the taxing authority in this countri: Parliament,

before whose unfettered power to tax tyrants used to quail, has

been superseded.

"I think, Sire", said a subordinate to Napoleon at the Battle

of Lodi, "it is a battle lost". "It is a battle won", retorted

Napoleon. To the casual and ignorant observer the Battle of Britain

is a btAtle lost. All the great patronage power of Government

and all the influence of the British media which it bribes and

controls are mobilised to inculcate into this nation that the

Battle of Britain is lost - that it was a silly battle anyhow,

and that no right-thinking person would have ever wanted to fight

it. The advice I have to offer to this inaugural gathering is to

stop your ears to that assault upon your intelligence. Britain

is notoriously slow to perceive or to avert its peril; but

having done so, it is still unstoppable. The moment comes when

the appeasers and the Earls of Halifax are swept away like chaff,

and the documents of surrender torn up and burnt. Your work as

executives is in the last analysis concerned with the future. Remea.

ber always, as you po about that work, that the British win the last

battle and never allow yourselves to be beguiled by appearances into

believing that the Battle of Britain will be lost. To say  30  is an

act of faith, but "we are saved by faith": in the end, the Battle

of Britain will be won.
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Princeps Aeolium carmen ad Italos_ _

deduxisse modos

It is the claim which Horace asserted in the epil
ogue to his

first three books of Odes - to have been "the lea
der in converting

Aeolian poetry into Italian diction".

After the Battle of Actium had handed the dominio
n of the 44-elra

world on a salver to Octavian, a Roman poet plung
ed into the latest

phase of what had been/ long campaign - the encounter between the

language of Rome and the dazzling literature of "
Greece that led

captive its for-ei.p-n conqueror".

lik
Ennius in the years after the defeat of Carthage 

in 204 hC had

opened the campaign to subdue Latin the meter and diction of Homer: 

the Greek heroic hexameter had been conquered lon
g before the circle

gse
of Augustus heard Virgil glorify_ the destiny of Rome. Latin

prevail4 so convincingly that its hexameters became the

standard poetic mode of the West ,both medieval, 
renaissance and

?

modern, the ocean )n which • . European poet/11 /voyage -d

j"- rhyme or blank verse. Into Latin hexameters until but yesterday

those who received a classical education at least in England, sat
e.,,,/ 4,A.Eni4,4k

poised'to convert at the drop of a hat -4.e poem v.i4.4.e.4.1 examination

invigilators had just distributed to the candidates. Around

Romanesque tympanums we struggle to decipher vers
e3composed in the

in
same meter and language as that/which Elizabethan

 and Jacobean gentry

e
ke.44.C--a--/-, iginscribe their virtues and their fame above recumbent monu

ments in

-t4.1440 1.04Q,1 parish church-c-S,

Nor did the hexameter stand alone either in Latin
 achievement

or in later scholarship. That pleasing alternation of hexameter

e4„..a4A,t.
with pentameter which the +i-a.i.zre-rsit, of Alexandria practised and

bequeathed to posterity in its Anthology - the el
egiac couplet- had

been employed as convincingly by Ovid as the epic
 hexa eter was by

Virgil Thenceforward the epigram-writers of the West "li
sped in 

couplets, and the couplets came", even if their s
ubject matter was
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bften less licentious than Ovid's.

Very different was the conquest which Qui
ntus horatius

ArniFa90

Flaccus made. Poets on the coast of Asia Minor had/expl
ored to

some purpose the potentialities and the f
lexibilities of the Greek

language; and their poetry, in the works 
of Alcaeus and Sappho,

Alcman and Archilochus, was still in Hora
ce's day to be purchased

in the bookshops around the Mediterranean
 world. Alas, they never

managed to squeeze through thet-narrow Ale
xandrine portal which gave

access to Byzantium and thus to survival 
into our modern world as

more than fragmentary quotations. , Horace, who could read them

in full, threw down the gauntlet: if Latin could master the heroic

diction of homer, the didactic diction of
 Hesiod and the felicities

of the Anthology, it could equally master
 the mode and diction of

Alcaeus and Sappho.

Horace won his wager. ,Nobody can hear the poems which begin

Diffugere pives redeunt iam gramina campi
solor nive

-

Ejeu fugaces,  Postume, Postume, and doubt 
that he is

listening not merely to Latin but to Lati
n exerting the inherent

strength of its own musipality and vibrat
ion. Yes, Horace won,

but he also lost. his victory is ,proved by his survival acr
oss

jr(AwAc

the threshold oLahtiquity and by the enduring affection/which this4

Society cherishes and commemorates. He lost, because the model

which he pr p co.d exceeded the capacity o
f the afterworld to imi-

tate or to inherit. On the evidence of Juvenal, Horace as wel
l

as Virgil became school books before a century was 
past affer 

their death. But it was Virgil, not Horace, who turned
 into a

-wizard for the Middle Ages and who was p
rivileged to guide through

the three realms of afterlife the greates
t poet of Western humanity

since the end of the Roman Empire. That was the price which Horace

paid for having achieved the all but impo
ssible and opened up

realms of Latinity where the barbariansfe
ared to follow him.
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'I do not think it is a bargain which the Epicurean author

of the - admittedly hexametric - E_pistles and Satires would have

begrudged: to have gained and retained in compensation the

affection and the intimacy of a readership which he himself had

restricted by his prowess.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE to th
e

Inaugural Luncheon of the Executive Association
(Midlands) at the Civic Hall, Birmingham, at 1 p

m
Friday, 11th September 1992.

It is natural for those holding executive positi
ons in 

commerce or industry to wish to form a view on t
he political en-

vironment within which they will be working. Against that back-
_

ground they can assess the pronouncements made b
y Government, by

the media and by those who purport to speak on b
ehalf of their own

professions. That view is not necessarily the same as they ma
y

hold individually as private citizens. I assume this to be the

reason why you invited a politician to address y
ou on your inaugu-

ral occasion.

The tidings which I bring are decidedly alarming
: you will

be living and working in a nation that is fighti
ng for its existero.

Perhaps your first assumption may be that I refe
r to the balance

of payments figures or the exchange rate of the 
pound sterling or

such like. Not at all. I mean fighting for its existence in the

sense in which this country fought for it and pr
eservea it in

Battle of Britain - but with one important diffe
rence. This time

411 we are doing so with the political establishment
 against us: it

is as if we had been fighting the Battle of Brit
ain led by Lord

Halifax instead of Winston Churchill.

"Fighting for our existence" is a bold expressio
n; but I mean

it literally. I mean fighting for the right to exist as a nati
on

which governs itself through its own institution
s and in particular

The Rt Hon J Enoch Powell MBE 
33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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through its elected Parliament. It is the same thing as all

battles for existence are about, whether fought at S
arajevo or

over the English Channel. That existence is being systematically

destroyed while we watch.

It goes on all the time. The new Master of the Rolls cele-

brated his appointment recently by announcing that i
n his opinion

our laws ought in future to be made not in Parliamen
t but by un-

elected and unelectable judges. There ought, said he, to be enacte

a statute of such wide and vague generality, commonl
y called a Bill

of Human Rights, that the actual legislation, the de
finition of the

•
law, would be in the hands of the courts. His announcement was 

solemnly and respectfully reported and discussed, no
r did any mob

form to burn down his house, as the Gordon rioters o
nce burnt down

Lord Mansfield's. Yet he was proposing nothing less than the aboli-

tion of Parliament as our legislature.

For weeks now the front pages of the newspapers, or 
their

business and financial supplements at least, have be
en reporting

the prospective fate of the British economy. To hear them talk

you might suppose that our government was responsibl
e te Parliament

and through Parliament, to the people, for whatever 
it did to the

prevailing rate of interest and the value of the cur
rency - the

"pound in your pocket". Not a bit of it: Read more attentively,

and you will find that this responsibility has been 
handed over to

authorities outside this country: the British electorate can go

hang for all that they have to do with the matter. 
How come? You

may just manage to recall that two years ago all the
 bigwigs, the

spokesmen of industry and of the city, the pontifica
tors of the

clearing banks and notably of that government institution, the Bank

of England, were howling like a pack of wolves for t
he Government

o disavow all responsibility for these matters to the British

public and hand it over - not to put too fine a poin
t upon the

matter - to the German central bank. "There now", they were saying;
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"that will be much better. We can trust the Germans. Our own

fellow countrymen we no longer wish to trust". The pack howled

so loudly that the "Iron Lady" herself collapsed 
and gave in, pushed

by, among others, those who are now sitting in he
r seat. If politics

is about the economy, the British electorate can 
whistle for it:

their economic government is not in Westminster n
ow but in Berlin.

You may be starting to see what I meant by the Ba
ttle of Britail'

While the public was asleep, the politicians were
 surrendering. It

would not have been necessary for Hitler, if he h
ad won in 1940, to

impose upon Britain terms anywhere near as humili
ating as those

which a Conservative government forced through th
e House of Commons

in 1972, transferring the powers of Parliament to
 the institutions

of the European Community. The power of veto, it is true, remained

with British ministers; but even the veto was torn up and thrown

away under a guillotine procedure by Mrs Thatcher
's government in

1986.

The result is that the people of Britain now live
 under laws

and pay taxes which are not enacted by their Parl
iament. Who did

it? Why, the political establishments and with such w
idespread

approval that Her Majesty's Opposition, in the re
cent period when

_they_were stealing Mrs Thatcher's clothes, appro
priated this garment

too and are now resolutely entrenched against the
 British electorate

4111 retaining any control over Britain's affairs. The present Prime 

Minister, they complain, ought to have explicitly
 turned over to

the European Community the making of British law 
on social-arg

and labour relations.

In an independent democratic country the governme
nt is respon-

sible to Parliament for the conduct of foreign af
fairs, the making

of war and peace. Do not imagine that this remaining rag of British

independence has been allowed to escape. The Battle of Bosnia is

not about Bosnia; it is an episode in the Battle of Britain. The

whole purpose of the Governent's operations concerning Yugoslavia
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was to destroy a remaining vestige of their responsibility to

Parliament, substituting the European Community for Her Majesty's

Government in the United Kingdom. Who was it that decided the

United Kingdom should recognize Bosnia as an independent sovereign

state? Not the UK, but the European Community_ Who was it that

brought the United Kingdom to intervene in a civil war in the

Balkans? Not Her Majesty's Government responsible to Parliament,

but our new rulers, the European Community, responsible to nobody.

The United Nations itself, clad in its odour of ineffable 

sanctity, is in on the business too. We are now informed that the
/0 armed forces of the Crown are committed in MesopItamia in pursuance ."

of a decision of the United Nations and armed witn the authority

of that body. Foo-eel In an independent self-governing country 

there can be only one body to which government is responsible for

the commitment ofjorces to military operations. That body is

Parliament. Yet we look on passively while the Royal Air Force

overflies and intimidates another independent country in another

region of the world, and we dance about from one foot to the other

asking whether the United Nations is going to commit those enlisted

to serve the British Crown to armed intervention in a civil war

going on in the Balkans. It is the most humiliating form of sub-

jection for a country when somebody else decides what its armed

11/ 
will, 

forces may or must do. It was not to subordinate the RAF to 

any outside body that the Battle of Britain was won in 1940; but

that is what the losing Battle of Britain in 1992 is bringing about

now.

The power of Parliament to be the sole expression of the British

people's will and its freedom from encroachment was built upon

Parliament's exclusive right to tax. We pay our taxes "cheerfully"

(as the time-honoured preamble to finance bills declares) and we

ought to pay them honestly because we ourselves alone, through the

voice of Parliament, enact them. The ultimate control of Parliameni,
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- which is to say, of the people - over government/was the
 power

to grant or to withhold taxation. Not any more, not any more

technically since 1972, and not any more in practice sinc
e the

CI'lancellor of the Exchequer was forced on to his knees by
 the

European Community and made to promise what Value Added T
ax would

or would not in future be payable in the United ilngdom. 
The

Community is now the taxing authority in this cotntry: Parliament,

before whose unfettered power to tax tyrants useJ to quail, has

been superseded.

"I think, Sire", said a subordinate to Napoleon at the Ba
t le

14-

of Lodi, "it is a battle lost". "It is a battle won", retorted

Napoleon. To the casual and ignorant observer the Battle of Britain

is a battle lost. All the great patronae power of Government

and all the influence of the British media wrich it bribe
s and

controls are mobilised to inculcate into this nation that
 the

Battle of Britain is lost - that it was a silly battle an
yhow,

and that no right-thinking person would have ever wanted 
to fight

it. The advice I have to offer to this inaugural gathering is to

stop your ears to that assault upon your intelligence. Britain

is notoriously slow to perceive or to avert its peril; but

having done so, it is still unstoppable. The moment comes when

the appeasers and the Earls of Halifax are swept away lik
e chaff,

and the documents of surrender torn up and burnt. Your work as

executives is in the last analysis concerned with the fut
ure. Reme7i-

ber always, as you go about that work, that the British w
in the last

battleANd never allow yourselves to be beguiled by appearances intc

believing that the Battle of Britain will be lost. To say-so is an
ti444A;

act of faith,fbut "we are saved by faith": in the end, the Battle

of Britain will be won.
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Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch P,:)well, MBE
, to the

Daventry Business Association at the Holida
y Inn,

Ashby Road, Daventry, at 12.00 hours, Frida
y, 12th

June 1992.

It is a not unattractive habit, which has l
ately been growing

up, of combining other expressions of "Far
ewell" with the injunctio,

to "Take care". It has become common enough to rank as an a
uthoris

equivalent for "Good-bye". Evidently we think we need reminding to

look where we are going. Warning is quite a specialised job, so mu(.
-

so that society has established a whole pro
fession dedicated to con-

centrating upon it. It is to my own profession, which, despite 
some

thing called retirement, remains that of po
litician, that I refer.

If politicians have any excuse for the nuis
ance they cause it is

that their thoughts and words are devoted t
o warning their fellow

citizens of the consequences to be anticipa
ted from current behavic.

"Look where you're going" is what any polit
ician worth his keep ow.-7:.

constantly to be saying. It does not make him popular, for it puts

him at odds with fashion and with sloppy t
hinking - both of them

highly popular forms of behaviour - but if-
fne—sho-refld er wii

stick to his last, what is the use of shoem
akers?

Anyhow, I mean to avail myself of the platf
orm you have given

me this morning in order to draw attention 
to a highly significant

and highly dangerous development of our tim
e, about which we seem to

be less worried than we ought to be. That development had a specit7ic

beginning: it dates from the war against Iraq. If it had a birth-

place, that would be the United States. If it enjoys a favouring

The Rt Hon J Enoch Powell MBE 
33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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wind, that could come from the gale ac
companying an American presi-

dential election. It is old enough to have been christen
ed; and

its name, unless I am mistaken, is "th
e N.,w World Order".

The New World Order manifests itself b
y interference - an inter.

ference normally promoted through the 
United Nations - in the inter-

nal affairs of any nation where the te
levision obliges us to watch

suffering, violence or disorder. As an instrument of this inter-

ference, the United States, prone anyh
ow, by virtue of its constitu-

tion, to claim to manage other people'
s business better than they cL:

manage it themselves, has got into th
e habit of employing the United

• Nations. Whatever objections, and they are vari
ous, can be urged

against the so-called Charter of the U
nited Nations, one proposition

4ANVP.0Y11

is unassailable: _It is concerned with armed conflict o
r potential

armed conflict between nations, whose 
existence and whose existing

boundaries it presupposes. From the moment when;it purports to re
gu-

i'7 1 1.1

late the internal affairs of those nat
ions, -it becomes a self-

contradiction. .

I will examine some of the most flagra
nt examples. The United

Nations has taken upon itself to organ
ise and control the internal

affairs of Cambodia, and makes no secr
et of the belief that it has

the self-eirident right to do sof Now,ithe circumstances in Cambodia,

since the break-up of the French Lmpire in T

14/ extremely distasteful to contemplate, 
not least for the inhabitants

of this blessed 'sceptr'd isle', who are so reluctant 
to accept the

fact that the great majority of mankin
d groans, and always has

groaned, under various horrific forri]
s of misgovernment. Those cir-

cumstances however are no justificatio
n for the United Kingdom

suppdrting the external intervention 
in Cambodia of forces nominally

under the command of the United Nation
s. There is no possible justi-

fication for this country to take resp
onsibility for the manner in

-,:nich the affairs of Cambodia are regu
lated. Make no mistake about

it. That is what is happening; for Her Majesty's Ministers are
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responsible to you for the approval or otherwise signified by the

UK's official representatives at the UN.

In the case of Cambodia at least we can in theory, as I have

just pointed out, hold our Government accountable. Not so in the

equally flagrant and unjustifiable attempt to intervene in the inter-

nal affairs of Yugoslavia which we have the dissatisfaction of

watching nightly on our television screens. :Here the intervention

is attempted by something called the European Community which, with

the connivance of our Government, acts and speaks on cur behalf just

as if we had already been embodied into a unitary European state.

I am not sul/gesting that what appears to be happening in Sarajevo

is at all nice. What I am saying is that the interests and safety of

the United Kinrdom are in no conceivable way affected by the manner

in which the eivil war in a country of which we still recognize the

existence (unless the European Community has changed that recognition

for us without our consent and behind our backs) eventually arrives

at its conclusion.

Countries which we recognize as independent nations have a right

to fight civil wars without our attempting to tip the scales one way

or the other. The outcome and its eventual conseuqences will not

affect us. We have no business directly or indirectly to intervene.

I wonder how the United States would have viewed - in fact, I think

we know how the United States did view - any attempt on the part of

the outside world tc influence the result of their Civil War.

The old principle of 'do as yell would be done by' comes into

operation here: "we but teach bloody instructions, which being

taught return to plague the inventors". The busybody is writing a

permit for others to interfere in his own affairs. "How would vou

like it", is the question we should always ask, "if someone else did

t_lis to you and other nations ganged up against you with threats and

boycotts?"

How should we like it for instance if British citizens domiciled
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in the United Kingdom were arrested 
and packed off to stand trial

in .countries with which we have no e
xtradition treaties for actions

they were alleged to have committed 
elsewhere in the world? I belif-n.

we are not yet so destitute of any s
ense of pride or justice or iden-

tity that we would put up with that,
 even if the United States deman-

ded it. Yet that is exactly the demand we ar
e imposing upon Libya,

and backing it up with collective ac
tion threatened by the United

Nations. "With what measure ye mete, it shall 
be meted unto you

again". The frontiers of the United Kingdom 
itself are nct SO secur,

or uncontroversial that we can with 
impunity join in  imposing our

perceptions of right and wrong upon 
other nations. It is our own

future upon which we deliberate when
 we 'allow ourselves to be drawn

into intervenine in the affairs of o
ther countries which are recog-

nized, as we claim to be recognized,
 as distinct and independent

entities.

An obedient House of Commons, withou
t  inctrring a storm of pub-

lic anger, hes just authorised the r
atification of a document which

the Prime Minister had initialled at
 Maastricht. In taking that ste

he claimed credit for having preserv
ed the independence and self-

czovernment of the United Kingdom in 
foreign affairs, that is to say,

in its'relationships with other inde
pehdent and self-governing nati

oi

Turn on the radio any day, and you c
an hear that claim being centre-

dieted. Y-u will be told what the European  Community has  done er

not done much  nearer home than in Somalia. You will be told that th

Eurcbean Community has recognized th
e independence of new states,

Croatia and Bosnia, and is deliverine
 ultimatums to another state co-

former state, Yugoslavia. If these are not foreign affairs, th
ere

is-no such thhg as foreign affairs.

Thus the Queen's Ministers, without 
acknowledging their respon-

sibility to Parliament, suffer actio
ns to be taken or threatened in

the name of the United Kingdom, and 
thereby allow it to be assumed

that the United Kingdom is committed
 to those actions. I know that
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the declaration of war is a prerogative act; tut we have come

perilously close to the position where others c
an declare the

United Kingdom to be at war without so much as 
a by-your-leave to us.

The so-called Gulf War did immense damage. The United States,

wearing the mask of the United Nations, persuad
ed us to repel the

invasion of Kuwait, an independent state, by Ir
aq, another indepen-

dent state. That invasion was duly repelled and reversed. 
Now we

discover that the United States and others, inc
luding ourselves,

intend to influence by duress the internal gove
rnment of one of those

independent states, a matter which was not at i
ssue when we were in-

eJe.ei‘
volved in military action. Without/being aware of it and without

the people of this country being asked whether 
they like it, the

Government of the United Kingdom holds and inte
nds to enforce its own

view of how Iraq ow7ht to be constituted and p-
overned. Before any-

body says, nBut I do not like what I watch ther
e •n television", I

have a word to speak in his ear. say I, "look what you

are doing: you are handing to the-outside world the right 
te dictate

and to enforce the way in which you will live a
nd be governed here

in your own country. I hope you'll enjoy that. Only never say that

you were not warned".
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Britain's Future: Nation or
Province of Europe?

(The Silenced Election Issue)
The following speech was delivered by the Rt
Hon J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to a public meeting
in Birmingham, England, on 4th A ri
just 5 days prior to the Britis general election.
In view of the Conservative victory and the
announcement in the Queen's Speech on 6th
May, that the Maastricht Treaty was to be put
to the new parliament for ratification and after
the Danish Referendum result, it is important
that these words of, perhaps. Britain's greatest
modern political prophet are given the w idest
possible circulation.

E:IGHTEEN years ago, almost to the day, I
I  returned. as I do now, to this my native city of
Birmingham. to offer respectful advice to my fel-
low-electors. They were my fellow-electors then
too: I was not a candidate at that Election, because
to have stood as a candidate would have been to
invite approval and support for the deed of betrayal
Which the former House of Commons had perpe-
trated.

My hearers are my fellow-electors again now: I am
not a candidate at this Election, because I do not
think a Member who has lost his seat has any busi-
ness seeking to regain it in his eightieth year. About
the effect of the advice which I tendered in 1974 the
opinion of the experts has differed: but there is a
strong school which believes that it was my advice
which tipped the electoral scales and put an end to
the government of Edward Heath. I believed then.
as I believe now. that I am as one with my fellow-
countrymen in devotion to our right to govern our-
selves. that is to say. to determMe the laws which
we will obey, the taxes which we will pay and the
policies under which we will he governed, and to
determine those questions because they lie within
the power of the House of Commons. which our
votes recreate not less frequently than every five
years.

Much has changed in those intervening eighteen
years. In 1974 it was necessary to explain to an
incredulous public that the House of Commons
itself had indeed stripped the people of Britain of
their right to self-government. That this was the
effect of the European Communities Act of 1972
was still like some distant, far-off thing: the renunci-
ation which it enacted had not yet begun to be
implemented in palpable practice. By 1992 any
scepticism that the unthiakabie h'ad happened has
dissolved. Those who care to know, know now from
practical experience that over a large and growing
part of their lives the law is no longer made by their
Parliament nor enforced by the courts of their coun-
try. They know that a great and increasing number
of questions which touch them effectively, from the
danger of rabies to the quality of the environment,
are now decided against them by the votes of the
representatives of other countries, notably France
and Germany. In the last year or two that discovery
has stirred an ominous wind of irritation, not to say
of anger.

The Despised Electorate
It seems to me that 111Vfellow-electors, unlike

what might have appeared eighteen years ago, arc
not after all content that their laws and their way.' of
life, their rights and the behaviour of their govern-
ment, shall be decided by others over their heads or
behind their backs. They do not like what has hap-
pened: they do not like what is happening: they do
not like what is about to happen. Thev and I. it
turns out. are not after all strangers to one another.
different kinds of people. belonging to nations of a
different sort. So I come to Birmingham as they
prepare to cast their vote and offer them the same
respectful advice again.

- lhat advice can be summarised briefly: it is as
follows. "Keep your freedom: defend your right to
govern yourselves: if it has been diminished or



taken away, recover it. Your fathers before you
fought to win that right and to protect it: do not you
surrender it.- If you ask me what to do. I will tell
you, and my answer will be the same as before:
"Use your votes.-

All other questions at this election are subordi-
nate to that one great question: for this Election is
unique. Never before have all the main contending
political parties conspired together as they do today
to insult the electors, to spit in their faces. What
those main parties say to the electorate is this:
"Here are our policies and here are the questions
which we are submitting to your vote: but take no
notice of all that. Whatever else divides us, on one
thing we are all three united. We do not want you
to decide these matters in future. We believe that in
future these questions ought to be answered by the
European Community. If there has to be voting, we
believe the vote should be taken on the Continent,
and that you deserve to be permanently outvoted
there by the French, the Gerrnans. the Spaniards.
the Greeks. the Portuguese. There, now! Of course,
we are not making a great song and dance about
this. We believe you can be caught softly like a
monkey.

"One day you will wake up and discover that all
these matters have been taken away from you and
that general elections in Great Britain have become
a meaningless charade, superseded like your old
blue passports. But you have not yet been worked
o. CI- suli.icienti.v..So agreed amongst our-
selves to keep all this off the agenda of the elec-
tion. That's how much we despise you!"

Voting to Betray the Country
Despite all their care. however, the political par-

ties have not been able to prevent the truth peeping
out. Inflation and rates of imerest are subjects on
which the electors are steamed up. So Why not
offer to bring interest rates down still further and
so help to end the famous recession at a stroke? I
will tell you why. By the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism, into which John Major took us to the
applause of the other political parties. the govern-
ment of the United Kingdom ( which means the
electorate of the United Kingdom) is bound hand
and foot. It now has no policy of its OW n. Its policy
is d etated by Germany.

The Whole financial management of this countr\.
about w hich the political parties pretend to be
arguing. has been handed lock, stock and barrel to
Europe. The fight is a sham fight. I noticed the
other dar Times (London). assured its readers
that "Labour could raise most of the extra moner it
needed through higher public horrow ing and- --
listen to this! "still meet the European deficit
targets agreed at Maastricht.- No wonder the
Labour shadow chancellor clandis that his shadow
pre-election hudget is -a precondition tot the suc-
eessiul fulfilment ot the Maastricht lreatr terms.

You see: you, the electors, no longer have control
of public finance, the verv lever which hands you
the sovereign power in this country.

So I say to you: if you intend to remain masters
in your own country, use your vote now to say so. I
will tell you how. A vote is used when a vote is
given. A vote is also used when a vote is withheld.
A vote refused is a vote used. Do not, unless you
W ant to give away your country's freedom and
your own rights, give your vote next Thursday (9th
April, 1992) to any candidate who fails to satisfy
you that he will oppose any further transfer of
power from Parliament to the European
Community.

I will be blunt and say that any elector who at
this Election votes for a candidate who will con-
sent to giving more power to Brussels. is betraying
his country and doing so with his eyes open. Let
me be plain with you. At Maastricht John Major
initialled a treaty which transfers to Europe a
whole further chunk of power that Parliament still
possesses. Before he can ratify that Treaty, he must
get a Bill through the House of Commons to hand
over the necessary control. Let me suppose the
elector to whom I speak is on the register in the
Huntingdon constituency (the prime minister's
constituency). I will be candid with him, and say:
"If you vote for the Conservative candidate. you
betray your country."

On a recent stopover in Engiand from one of her
retirement cruises. Mrs Thatcher is alleged to have
said that "the policies that John Major is following
are. I believe. the policies I created and put into
practice.- Not she   not the policies she
announced at Bruges on 20th September. 1988.
Whereby Britain otTht to be a self-governing, inde-
pendent nation state, and so ought the other mem-
bers of the European Community. It was to prevent
her putting that policy into practice that she Was
assassinated and John Major was smuggled into No
10. When the praetorian soldiers W h o had mur-
dered Nero dragged Claudius out of the blanket in
which he w as hiding to succeed il.4(f. he knew bet-
ter than disobey them. So does john Major. What
he intends, if re-elected, is to force throuuh
Parliament under the whip legislation to ratify the
Maastricht Treaty by transferring still further pow-
ers away from the Parliament and electorate of the
United K ingdom.

Another Voice Will be Raised
Shakespeare's King John spoke to all of us when

he said: "This England ner er did. nor ner er
lie at the proud foot of a conqueror- -- you see he
foresaw Jacques Delors and the European
Commission "hut rr hen it first did help to 
wound itself.-

h ere iseIerie c‘indidates who L-onie heHre the
ele,„toratc and sd\ for us next thursdar. liii



we will not only not repudiate the right of any out-
side power to make the law or impose the taxes in
Britain. but we will positively hand over to the
European Community another slice of that right by
using the vote in Parliament which we ask you to
give us.- I say that anyone who by his vote enables
a candidate to do that, helps his own country to
wound itself.

My own voice will not carry much farther or
much longer. But there is another voice which will
take up my words when I fall silent. It is the voice
of conscience, the conscience of a nation which
learnt, and which taught the rest of the world, how
to govern itself in freedom by its own untram-
melled vote, but which succumbed to the selfish-
ness of politics and party and gave it all away in
the end. Echo will answer -Shame!" (End of
speech).

The Bulldog's Job
ON 5th June. 1992. Charles Moore wrote in The
Daily Telegraph, London, a feature article entitled:
"Don't leave the bulldog's job to the great Danes.-
The following are extracts from this article:

The day after the Danes voted. I bumped into Mr
Enoch Powell at a party. When he had heard the
Danish result, he told me. he went to bed, and he
had a dream. He dreamt that he walked into a com-
mittee room of the House of Commons and
announced: "Denmeirk has-voted -no'." Then he
added "God save the Queen!"

Not for the first time. Enoch's subconscious was
in tune with broader British feeling. In the House
of Commons on Wednesday (3rd June). it was
almost impossible to find anyone who was not
pleased by the news from Copenhagen. All but the
toughest Tories had voted for Maastricht, but hard-
ly any of them actually- liked it.

Most had agreed, out of timorousness. or fear of
Britain's isolation. or desire for office. or loyalty to
Mr Major. to pretend that they were greatly look-
ing forward to being "at the heart of Europe." but
in reality they were not. Geographically. the heart
of Europe is a few miles from Vilnius in Lithuania:
spiritually. it is almost equally remote from most
Con:cr.\ ative backbenchers.

They- yy ere persuaded to support Maastricht
because they were assured that the Worst bits had
been taken out of it. or that Britain had been
excused participation in them. Ver.\ few thought
that there w as an\ thing positiyely good in the doc-
ument

There is something shabb\ about the fact that it
has taken a  er\ small countr\ to do ss hat a bi;.1
poweriul countr\ seeretli% santed to do. \Ne otter)
Lilk about gis mg a lead to Europe. \ow. yy ith the
ptesid:211,.. coming I st Jul \ ). is the moment iher::  

is a limit to placatory rhetoric and trying to square
every one. Denmark has behaved entirely constitu-
tionally and entirely within the rule of the
Community- but already the EC establishment is
trying to bully it into submission. If Britain plays
along with this, the Government will lose all
respect.

When the Queen visited the European
Parliament a few Weeks ago (12th May). the text
the Foreign Office gave her quoted the great Lord
Salisbury. saying: "We are part of the community
of Europe and we must do our duty as such.- In
1864, Britain broke its promise to defend Denmark
in Schleswig-Holstein. Lord Salisbury was furious.
". . . it is against the policy of England that
Denmark should become the dependency of
Germany.- he declared. Things would be different
"under a more heroic Minister and in a less self-
seeking age." I doubt if those words were set
before the Queen. (End of quote).

The Foreign Office Rules
THE European Communities (Amendment) Bill.
Maastricht. was debated in the British House of
Commons on 20th-21st May. 1992. It was during
the debate on 20th May that Mr Tony Benn made a
very pertinent and revealing speech. in which the
degree of unconstitutional power exercised for
many years by the British Foreign Office was
exposed. Mr Benn said:

"I now refer to the much-neglected question of
how Britain is governed. If we are in this new
stage. it will have a profound effect on how we are
governed. My experience may, be a little rusty. but
perhaps I may tell the House what happened in the
five years when I was on the Council of Ministers
and in my six months as President of the Council
of Energy Ministers in 1977. A secret Cabinet
committee   we are told that the membership of
such committees is to be published and it w ill be
interesting to know whether this one is   in which
the Foreign Office played a leading part would
decide. The reason why the Foreign Office likes
the Common Market is that it runs es ery
Department now. because every Department has to
go through the Foreign Office to get anything
done. The secret Cabinet committee met. and the
Minister   whoever it Yy as who vs as going oh to
Brussels   was giy en a brief as to ss hat law he
\sas to agree to. When he went to Brussels. the
royal prerogative was invoked and the matter was
done. Civil servants used to ask. 'Why bother ss ii h
a Bill in the House of Commons when we could
get the measure through the treat  machinerr in

Brussels?' ..

- We ha\ e misled the British people about the 
meanMg ot the Communit\ !ruin the point of \ iess 

of our oss n Parliament_ The House is loss go\ - 
erned h\ the ro\ al preiati\ e for the first time 

(.)\ er the .:Linturies. Parliament ha,



grabbed back prerogatives from the Crown even
that one on the security services, inadequate as it
was   and put matters in statute. Now any
Minister can use the prerogative to encompass and
control Parliament. That is a fact. Hon. Members
may argue in favour of it if they like, but they
should not call it an extension of democracy or
merging sovereignty — no doubt Saddam Hussein
thought that he was merging his sovereignty with
Kuwait when he went in, and so on. It reduces the
House of Commons to a municipal body, which
can be rate-capped and fined ...

"I fear that when the British people discover that
they cannot change laws and policies by voting
they will either not vote at all or they will riot. I
made a speech at the election of the Speaker in
which I said that I feared a time of social unrest.
Some Hon. Members expressed their disagreement.
But historically, riot is a traditional method not
only here but in every country that has not had
democracy. When experts say that they understand
the institutions of Europe. I wonder how many
people study with equal care the incredibly delicate
relationship that we have with the people whom we
represent ...

"Every one wants a peaceful Europe. But the
House should not think that enforced centralization
produces peace. Look at Bosnia-Hercegovina, at
Slovenia and Croatia. One cannot run capitalism
from Brussels in the way that people tried to run
colittnuttisIn Frofii Most_.--ow. it FitaN to be dulic by
agreement at almost every stage. Otherwise, the
thing breaks down.- (End of quote).

Thatcher Pledges to Fight
DURING an interview on TV-am's Frost on
Sunday; on 28th June. 1992, Lady Thatcher made
it clear she would vote against the Maastricht
treaty in the House of Lords in contradiction to
John Major's insistence that Britain is honour
bound to ratify the deal. She said:

"Maastricht is a treaty too far. I most earnest-
ly hope it will not be ratified. It takes so many
powers from ours, the oldest parliament, the
mother of parliaments in the world, which has
been the example and inspiration to others."

Like Denmark. the British government should
have a referendum to let the people speak as the
treaty's plans for a single currency. a common citi-
zenship. and common foreign and defence policies
were constitutional issues. "If the people have their
sav. it will he dead and we are answerable to the
people. I think Maastricht should be dead.-

With Mr Major focusing the attention during
Britain's presidency of the EC on strengthening the
principle of subsidiarity (the assertion developed
from Roman Catholic social doctrine that power
should be held at the most local possible level).
Lady Thatcher read out a letter from Lord
Mackenzie-Stuart, former president of the European
Court of Justice, in The Times, London. on 15th
June, 1992 (the 777th anniversary of Magna Carta).
The letter said the treaty's definition of subsidiarity
was too long to quote but "it is a rich and prime
example of gobbledegook embracing simultaneous-
ly two opposed concepts of subsidiarity.-

Lady Thatcher said: "That is what it is: gob-
bledegook." Referring to the EC commissioners
she added: -Do not look at what they say, look at
what they do.- Later she commented: -They got rid
of commissars in eastern Europe. We have still got
the commissioners answerable to nobody.-

On 30th June, 1992, Ladv Thatcher returned to
parliament as Baroness Thatcher of Kesteven. Mr
Major thinks that the opposition to the Maastricht
treaty will fail and he is pressing ahead to get it
through parliament as soon as possible. The evi-
dence is that he is out of his depth and cannot fore-
see disaster ahead by taking this decision.

The campaign to browbeat Denmark into ratify-
ing the Maastricht treaty on European Union is
becoming very nasty. This pressure will also mount
in France as they cot-ne up tIn their referendum.
Speculation that Britain will not now ratify the
Maastricht treaty is premature. John Major is total-
ly committed to ratification. In this he is simply a
puppet of the Foreign Office.

The question will be then, what will the House
of Lords do — with the newly-enobled Lady
Thatcher, and Lords Tebbit and Ridley rallying
opposition to Maastricht? A constitutional clash
between the Lords and the Commons over
European Union cannot now be ruled out.
Intelligence Digest for 26th June. 1991, reports that
at least one respected British constitutional lawyer
says that the Parliament Act (which guarantees
Commons supremacy over the Lords) might not be
applicable in a case where the Commons was
attempting to sign away Parliamentary sovereignty.

We point to the date 28th October. 1992, which
will he 3 x 7 years from 28th October, 1971, When
the House of Commons decided "in principle- for
Britain's entry into the Common Market and in
effect signed "the covenant with death,- as the
Reading in the Book of Conunon Prayer (1662)
gave for that day f/stihili 28).

MICHAEL A. CLARK
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell MBE to a Public

Meeting at Dr Johnson House, 40 Bull Street, Birming-
ham, at 3 p.m., Saturday, 4th April, 1992.

Eighteen years ago, almost to the day, I returned, as I do now,

to this my native city of Birmingham, to offer respectful advice

to my fellow-electors. They were my fellow-electors then too; I

was not a candidate at thit Electio because to have stood as a

cndidate would have been to invite approval and support for the

-61deed of betrayal which the er House of Commons had perpetrated.

My hearers are my fellow-electors again now: I am not a can-

didate at this Election, because I do not think a Member who has

lost his seat has any business seeking to regain it in his eighti
eth

year. About the effect of the advice which I tendered in 1974 the

opinion cf the experts has differed; but there is a strong school

which believes that it was my advice which tipped the electoral

scales and put and end to the government of Edward Heath. I be-

lieved then, as I believe now, that I am at one with my fellow-

countrymen in devotion to our right to govern ourselves, that is

to say, to determine the laws which we will obey, the taxes which

we will pay and the policies under which we will be governed, and
 to

determine those questions because they lie within the power of th
e

House of Commons,which our votes recreate not less frequently tha
n

every five years.

Much has changed in those intervening eighteen years. In 1974

it was necessary to explain to an incredulous public that the Hou
se

of Commons itself had indeed stripped the people of Britain of
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their right of self-government. That this was the effect of the

European Communities Act of 1972 was still 
like some distant, far-

off thing: the renunciation which it enacted had not y
et begun to

be implemented in palpable practice. By 1992 any scepticism that

the unthinkable had happened has dissolved. 
Those who care to know

know now from practical experience that ove
r a large and growing

part of their lives the law is no longer ma
de by their Parliament

nor enforced by the courts of their country
. They know that a

great ana increasing number of the question
s which touch them

effectively, from the danger of rabies to t
he quality of the envi-

ronment, are now decided against them by th
e votes of the represen-

tatives of other countries, notably France 
and Germany. In the last

year or two that discovery has stirred an o
minous wind of irritation,

not to say of anger.

It seems to me that my fellow-electors, unli
ke what might have

appeared eighteen years ago, are not after 
all content that their

laws and their way of life, their rights an
d the behaviour of their

government, shall be decided by others over
 their heads or behind

their backs. They do not like what has happened; they do not like

what is happening; they do not like what is about to happen. 
They

and I, it turns out, are not after all stra
ngers to one another,

- -------- - --------------------

different kinds of people, belonging; to nat
ions of a different sort,

ilk Sb I come to Birmingham as they prepare to 
cast their vote and offer

them the same respectful advice again.

That advice can be summarised briefly; it is as follows.

"Keep your freedom; defend your right to gov
ern yourselves; if it

has been diminished or taken away, recover 
it. Your fathers before

you fought to win that right and to protect
 it: do not you surren-

der it". If you ask me what to do, I will tell you, 
and my answer

wiil be the same as before: "Use your votes".

All other questions at this election are su
bordinate to that

one great question? roc. is Election is urique. Never before have
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all the main contending political part
ies conspired together as

they do today to insult the electors, 
to spit in their faces.

What those main parties say to the ele
ctorate is this: "Here are

our policies and here are the question
s which we are submitting

toyour vote; but take no notice of all that. Whatever else divides

us, on one thing we are all three unit
ed. We do not want you to

decide these matters in future. We believe that in future these

questions ought to be answered by the 
European Community. If there

has to be voting, we believe the vote 
should be taken on the Conti-

nent and that you deserve to be permanently
 outvoted there by the

French, the Germans, the Spaniards, th
e Greeks, the Portuguese7.14,.

There, now! Of course, we are not making a great s
ong and dance

about this. We believe you can be caught softly li
ke a monkey.

One day you will wake up and discover 
that all these matters have

been taken away from you and that gene
ral elections in Great Britain

have become a meaningless charade, sup
erseded like your old blue

passports. But you have not yet been worked over 
sufficiently.

So we have agreed amongst ourselves to
 keep all this off the agenda

(
of thtAdlection. That's how much we despise youi"

Despite all their carevtallyAgVAII the p
olitical parties have

not been able to prevent the truth pee
ping out. Inflation and

rates of interest are subjects on whic
h the electors are steamed

up. So why not offer to bring interest rat
es down still further

and so help to end the famous recessio
n at a stroke? I will tell

you why. By the European Exchange Rate Mechanis
m, into which John

Major took us to the applause of the o
ther politic:Al parties, the

government of the United Kingdom (whi
ch means the electorate of the

United Kingdom) is bound hand and foot
. It now has no policy of

its own. Its policy is dictated by Germany.

The whole financial management of this
 country, about which

the political parties pretend to be ar
guing, has been handed lock,

stock and barrel to Europe. The fight is a sham fight. I noticed
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the other day The Times assured its readers that "Labour could

raise most of the extra money it needed through h
igher public

borrowing and" - listen to this! - "still meet th
e European deficit

targets agreed at Maastricht". No wonder the Labour shadow chan-

cellor claims that his shadow pre-election budget
 is "a precondition

for the successful fulfilment of the Maastricht T
reaty terms". You

see: you, the electors, no longer have control of publ
ic finance,

the very lever which hand0),you the sovereign powe
r in this country.

Sc I say to you: if you intend to remain masters in your own

country, use your vote now to say so. I will tell you how. A vote

• is used when a vote is given. A vote is also used when a vote is

41!withheld. A vote refused is a vote used. Do not, unless you want

to give away your country's freedom and your own 
rights, give your

you

vote next Thursday to any candidate who fails to satisfy/that he

will oppose any further transfer of power from Pa
rliament to the

European Community.

I will be blunt and say that any elector who at t
his Election

votes for a candidate who will consent to giving 
more power to

Brussels, is betraying his country and doing so w
ith his eyes

open. Let me be plain with you. At Maastricht John Major ini-

tialled a treaty which transferste Europe a whole
 further chunk

of power that Parliament still possesses. Before he can ratify

410that Treaty, he must get a Bill through the House of Commons tc
hand over the necessary control. Let me suppose the elector to

whom I speak is on the register in the Huntingdon
 constituency.

I will be candid with him, and say: "If you vote for the Conser-

vative candidate, you betray your country".

On a recent stopover in England from one of her r
etirement

cruises, Mrs Thatcher is alleged to have said tha
t "the policies

that John Major is following are, I believe, the 
policies I

created and put into practice". Not she - not the policies she

announced at Bruges on 20 September 1988, whereby Britain ought
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to be a self-governing, indepen
dent nation state, and so ought

the other members of the Europe
an Community. It was to prevent

her/putting that policy into pr
actice that she was assassinate

d

and John Major was smuggled int
o No 10, When the pretorian soldiers

who had murdered Nero draggelCl
audius e-bet—trrf the blanket iJia_whioh

11444,,,-h

he was hidin to succeed Nero, he knew better
 than disobey them.

So does Johnajor. What he intends, if re-elected,
 is to force

through Parliament under the wh
ip legislation tc ratify the

Maastricht Treaty by transferin
g still further powers away fr

om

the Parliament and electorate o
f the United Kingdom.

Shakespeare's King-7:John-apcke t all cf us when he said:-

411"This England never dil, nor ne
ver shall, lie at the proud foo

t 

of a conqueror" :-you see he fo
resaw Jacques Delors and the

C4/1.1A
European Comm 'but when it first did help to 

wound itself".

here we have candidates who com
e before the electorate and sa

y:

"Vote for us next Thursday, and
 we will not only not r_puliate

 the

right of any outside power to m
ake the law or impose the taxes

 in

Britain, but we will 
hand over to the European Commu

nity 

another slice of that right by 
using the vote in Parliament wh

ich

we ask you to give us". I say that anybody who by his v
ote enables

a candidate to lo that, helps h
is own country to wound itself.

My own voice will not carry muc
h farther or much longer. Eut 

there is another voice which wi
ll take up my words when I fal

l silent.

It is the voice of conscience, 
the conscience of a nation whic

h

learnt, and which taught the re
st of the wonll, how to govern 

it-

self in freedom by its own untr
ammelled vote, 43,-bi-t----w+14

- succumbed 

to the selfishness of politics 
an,) party and gave it all away 

in

the end. Echo will answer "Shame!"



Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MEE, to
 the

Lord's Taverners' Spring Luncheon at the Hilton
 Hotel,

London, W.1 at 1 p.m., Monday, 27th April 1992
.

We have lived through into one of those recurr
ent phases in

British politics when the subject of education
 is at or near the

top of the agenda.

My thanks for being made a special Fuest at yo
ur prestigious

Spring Luncheon must accordingly begin with a 
most awful confession -

a confession nevertheless whict leads directly
 into the heart of

your charitable purpose.

My own education was so lamentably defective t
hat throughout

my subsequent life Iilong continued to regard 
the two British

national preoccupations of football and cricke
t as distinguished

only by differing degrees of boredom.

There were, it is true, admirably adequate play
ing fields at

the City of Birmingham secondary school where I first encountered

organized games; but I contrived to shelter myself against acqu
iring

any serious understanding of them, let alone a
ny proficienc , until

my problem was solved for me by migration to t
he greatest Greek

school in England. King Edwards Birmingham stood at that time in

the heart of the City, squeezed into a gap bet
ween New Street and

- --
New Street Station (L.N.W.E.), which allowed r

oom for no more than

a patch of concrete and one solitary fives cou
rt. At such a school,

reached daily by commuter rail services in the
 company of part of

Birmingham's teeming workforce, pupils who had
 no aspiration to

visit the playing fields at a suburban distanc
e of three miles by

tramcar were rather at a premium than a discou
nt.

44-,,JA4,44ri"
So,I reached Cambridge, and eventually adultho

od, with no com-
/

prehension of what a playing field was for That realization was

to come later, very much later, and forms the 
principal content of

my confession today. As a voiunteer in the RoYal Warwickshire
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Regiment in 1939 I noticed, of course, that my fellow recruits,

anxious to avail themselves of my readiness to take the lead at

drill, thrust me as if by instinct on one side the moment a ball

was produced and for the duration of the game. But still the penny

did not drop.

In fact the penny only dropped when, as the father of daughters,

I had to observe the learning process from a new angle. One of them

proved academically undistinguished but the possessor of an unmis-

takable aptitude for ball games and team games. The reluctant

parent began to learn.

at ball and team games

school curriculum;

I who had been obtuse.

Thitherto I had scouted and rather scoffed
the

as a hallowed, indispensable part of/public

gradually I began to perceive that it was

All my life, from as early as I could

remember, competition and achievement had been intellectual. The

intellect was the measure of all things: whatever failed the

intellectual test was - well, just failure. I had imbibed, all

unconsciously, the arrogance of the effortless.

Man, and man in society in particular, was admittedly an

intellectual animal, functioning through the intellectually

stimulated brain and judged by the result but perhaps this

perception was less than adequate. Perhaps man socially functions
- —

with other parts of his physical endowment too, and demands to

compete and to be judged in terms of that other functioning.

Perhaps after all the playing fields and the games played on them

are a legitimate part of the plant of education and their encourage-

ment and pursuit not divorced from the culture of a society but

something integral to it.

And there is a more intimate site. If education means any-

thing to those privileged to receive it, it is the discovery by the

individual of the extent of his capabilities, actual or potential.
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He glimpses the possibilities of achievement. In the necessity

of things, that achievement is only for a minority going to con-

sist of mental achievement. For others it is the playing field

that opens the perspective of capabilities to be developed and

enjoyed. I say "enjoyed"; for what enjoyment is there to compare

with the realization of possessing and developing a skill, a skill

moreover which is appreciated and valued by one's fellow human

beings?

My heartfelt message today therefore to the Lord's Taverners

is to say: You too by your endeavour are taking part in 7,11e

national debate upon the content of education. Perhaps it is

just a rubb-off from recent events if I conclude by exhorting you:

"You have your vote; use it".
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell MBE at an

Election Meeting at the Connaught Hotel, Wolver-

hampton at 6.30 p.m., Friday, 3rd Rpril,  1992.

It is twenty-two years since I last spoke at a Gener
al

Election in Wolverhampton, where between 1950 and  1970 '  I fought

and won elections on eight occasions Tonight I am backlat the

request and in support of the man who succeeded me 
as Member of

Ali.Parliament for Wolverhampton South West.
NIF

Wolverhampton has beengenerous to me. It accompanied and

supported me through all my vicissitudes in Parliam
ent and politics

,for a quarter of a centur - in office, out of office, on the front

benches of the House of Commons, on the back benche
s. To Wolver-

hampton I owe whatever position in British politics
 has been mine;

and I come before you in this place tonight as one 
grateful, in

order to offer the only thing I can in return.

I have not always judged my fellow countrymen arigh
t. In 1936,

after they applauded the Munich Agreement, I conclu
ded they did not

mean to fight for their independence. I was mistaken; they did.

In  1972,  when they allowed the House7of Commons to surrender
 this

country's political independence to the European Co
mmunity, I

thought they did not care. I hope and believe - and Wolverhampton

has given me reason to hope and believe - that I wa
s mistaken again.

My faith is that they do care, and that when roused
 they will fiht

for their political independence and will regain it
.

If I was mistaken in the past, I had some excuse. 
In  1972

the House of Commons repudiated in the most compreh
ensive manner

The Rt Hon J Enoch Powell MBE 
33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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its right to be the sole authority which can make law in 
this

country and its right exclusively to authorise taxation. 
It also

renounced the right of our citizens to have their law set
tled 4

the courts of their own country. As for myself, I spoke and voted.Ato
against the legislation.

r
When that parliament came to an end, I

/. .

did not see how I could seek re-election to the House of 
Commons

in support of those who had advised and engineered such a
 thing.

It was because of that decision that I no longer sought r
e-election

for Wolverhampton.

For a long time the public at large not only remained ind
if-

ferent to what Parliament had taken away from them.14A4IT
Iy actually

approved it retrospectively U41.104(by a three-to-two maj
ority

in what was called a consultative referendum. Not for the first

time in its history England slept. People refused to credit, attpRAnale

consequently to resent, the surrender which had been made
 of their

right to govern their own country. "It can't be true", they mur-

mured in their sleep; "nobody would ever do such a thing to us!"

But they would do it; and they have done it. What is more,

at this General Election the three largest parties all as
sert that

they intend to go on doing it. What a funny old Election this is,

is44.1.igv40 the political parties argue about taxation and legislatio
n

a  
but declare all the time that they intend the electors of

 this

country to have no further control over the very question
s that

are being put to them. Do you imagine that I exagp_.erate? Not a

bit. The Labour Party's shadow chancellor, when he presented h
is

own Budget proposals, said in so many words that they were "a pre-

condition for successful fulfilment of the Maastricht Tre
aty terms".

Now tell me that we are still free to control our own fin
ances and

taxation. And who was it, pray, who signed the Maastricht Treaty?

These things are now no longer going unobserved. People are

beginning to notice and to ask questions. They have started to

realise that their right to manage their own affairs real
ly was
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successive instalments of our

4,424:4,64

Mrs Thatcher made a great song and dance/in 1988 about wanting

surrendered behind their backs in 1972. A blank cheque was then

/1444.--400$44,0%)
written out to the European Community, whioh ha

s recently begun 4—/

to help itself to

Britain to remain a self-governing parliamentar
y nation. In fact

it was that speech of hers...a-t—Ealmi*.e-s- which resulted in her being

assassinated by the Eurocrats, ho were afraid she meant it

OJAA, V-yott,il,t,i4:4A

seriously. Yet 21-was the same 4442-s---T-14a-tre.t. who had forced through

lArv l'alVe4-ei44--
Parliament i4:1--4-9-84 the Single European ActLand threwkaway the veto

over European Community legislation which the 
electors had been

0 promised at the 1975 referendum. She is now spending what time

she can spare making speeches around the countr
y telling people

that there is no difference between herself and
 John Major. That

is true enough, seeing that Major's first actio
n, if he wins thIS

Election, will be tc induce the House of Common
s tc hand over

another chunk of power which belongs to it at 
present. If that

Iziet4/

were not so, no new treaty would have/ belaii- signed at MaastrichteJakiz

Parliament is not bound by treaties. Every parliament can

undo what any previous parliament has enacted. 
The electorate can

always take back the rights of which they have 
been deprived. But

. the longer we allow governments to go on str
ipping us of our inde-

pendence, the more difficult it will be to reco
ver it. Our sutor-

AY14

dination to the votes of France and GermanyLcea
seiPat last to be

an affront and turns into a rooted habit. Servitude is something

which grows upon a nation. However blinded or misled the British

were in 1972, they no longer have that excuse 
in 1992. They know

now that they have to take their own part and 
act in their own

defence. They face the duty, the euty to themselves and
 to future

generations, to put an end to the erosion of t
heir right to be

governed through those whom t479..y elect to Parliament, in effect,

their right to have real general elections at 
all.
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here in Wolverhampton the man yo
u have been electing to

Parliament has been defending hi
s country, steadily and con-

scientiously, without regard to 
fear or favour, Wolverhampton can

therefore do its duty and defend
 our country's parliamentary li

berty

by voting for Nicholas Budgen.

What I  ise-v.Q,t.e. say to/my fellow electors at this 
&ection is

that any elector voting for a ca
ndidate who will not oppose the

4

transfer of further power away f
rom Parliament betrayshis countryy  

ru-e4_

and throw away the freedom which before him created and

defended. You here in Wolverhampton are fo
rtunate you

know your man; but the same imperative rests eu
cially upon every

elector throughout the land. Your example will not be lost or

wasted. People in the past have watched 
to see what Wolverhampton

did or said. They are watching Wolverhampton 
now.

1/01/1  (14.414q44-441-171-t
/

x-c-1461. ;v.LW' 14%, i'-14.Af

v /1.4 4142.4..AN_
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Extract from a speech by the Rt Hon. J. Eno
ch Powell MBE

in support of the Ulster Unionist candidate
, Mr Drew Nelson,

at the General Election 9 April 1992, delivered at Saintfield

Orange Hall, Co. Down, at 8 pm, Saturday, 21 March 1992.

Elections are not generally occasions for u
nanimity; but

there is one wish in which all the people o
f South Down are surely

united. Before everything else they wish for an end
 to the terror-

ist violence which has devastated this province since 1972 and
 cast

a shadow upon the fair name of Ulster.

From that unanimous wish there arises a sim
ple, single duty,

which every elector shares irrespective of politi
cal party or

religious affiliation. It is a duty w4ch he owes to himself, to

his family, to his friends, to his country. It is the duty to use

his vote at the General Election in the one
 way that can restore

peace to Northern Ireland. What that way is, nobody can be in

serious doubt.

Everybody in Ulster knows, 74hatever i5 thou
ght or chattered

outside Ulster, that terrorism only goes on
 because the terrorist

thinks he will get his way; he thinks he will win, and he thinks

he is winning. This he thinks because he believes that the
 Govern-

ment is in the business of helping him. Fistaken he may be; but

you can hardly blame him when he sees a gov
ernment which gave to

the Irish Republic a privileged voice in the affairs 
of this pro-

vince reaffirming its support for the LnnloIrish Agreement of 1985

and doing its level best to treat Northern 
Ireland as though

Northern Ireland did not belong to the United Kingdom at all.

The Rt Hon J Enoch Powell MBE 
33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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To be part of the United Kingdom is what the overwhe
lming

majority in this province, Roman Catholic as well a
s Protestant,

continue to vote for in election after election. The purpose of

the terrorist, in which the Government seems resolve
d to aid and

abet him, is to frighten them out of what they want 
and what they

vote for. Doubt, uncertainty, contradiction, ambiguity - thos
e

are the forces which load the Armalite and lay the 
Semtex.

It is not something secret that I am telling you. 
It is

something which every elector in this constituency 
knows full

well. Out of that knowledge arises the duty of every elec
tor

in this constituency - the duty to do his best to e
nd the uncer-

tainty, which means to end the terror. Something else the elector

knows. He knows how to do that thing. he knows there is and

always has been one voice in Ulster and one voice o
nly that spoke

through thick and thin for p;iving the Ulster people
 what the

Ulster people want and what the Ulster people vote 
for. That

voice is the voice of the Ulster Unionist Party.

The name to which that voice beloni-4s in South Down 
is the

name of Drew Nelson. To cast your vote on 9 April for Drew Nelson,

irrespective of anytlng and everythinA else, is the
 plain, simple,

logical duty of every elector in this constituency 
who wants the

return of peace to Northern Ireland.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to a joint
rally of the Gateshead Young Conservatives and the
t.ionday Club at the County Thistle hotel, Pewcastle-on-
Tyne, at 1 p.m., Saturday, 22nd February, 1992.

It is not very pleasant tidings that I have to bring you.

Indeed, some might question whether my subject matter is decently

appropriate for those of tender years still in the initiatory

period of their  pol'it1-6,if  life. however, like the rest of your

countrymen, you cannot avoid watching a sham fight thaf' is being

carried on betvieen the spokesmen of opposdng political parties,

who march on to platforms garishly decorated and brilliantly lit

in order, to the accompaniment of deafening applause, to berate

their opposite numbers as the source of ail evil.

That fight is a shie,mfight. The opponents are in reaity

,y-Jined in a conspiracy to insult and cheat the electorate - a con-

spiracy no less real for being tacit. They purport to be about to

submit to the electorate for decision alternative policies on

matters of taxation and the economy, while all the time their

intertion and aspiration is that those very matters shall  the

foreseEabie future be wittArawn altogther from the control of the

House of Commons and therefore from the control of the el ctors of
opik..,k/744,1414w

the United Kingdom. Both t.44#4.e opponor - assuming our political

A parties
system has room for aa.c.....:4.,4r - all t_ee/are united in one overriding

agreement: their common commitment to political and economic unjon

between Britain and the rest of the Luropc n „ommunit . Hence

The Rt Hon J Enoch Powell MBE 
33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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another thing which tIley all have in common - their tacit deter-

mination to keep the whole subject off the election screen. "Don't

tell the dupes", they laugh up th2ir sleeves; "but if we have our

way those poor sans will shortly be relieved fnom the trouble of

Akiativr
deciding at all the questions 4.1." po which we are pretending to

scratch one aother's eyes out".

Is it the economy, interest rates, inflation? What price

Eurocean monetary union, which means slanting all the economic and

monetary decisions that matter in the lap of bodies outside the

United Kingdom? Is it value added tax?

company law? Is it social security?

Is it tr  ade union and

When did the Latour Party er

40k the Conservative Party ever, since 1972, affir!rl that these are

subjects on which the European Community neither had, nor ever

ought to have, the power to enact law and to make policy in this

country over the head of Parliament? Ts it the environment? Which

of the pretended political opponents ever said that the Community

dictating
has no business and enforcing standards in the United Kingdon

When they w:ainge about enforcement, listen to what they are

actually saying. They never repudiate the rights and tne powens

of the Community. They just say that ti-nny disgroe with this stan-

dard or with that, promise to try to T:ersuade their masters not to

be so strict, and then go around taking orine 'kner the., succeei 1-n

4111modifying what the C=munity is pleased to dictte. Uhen that

Epanish commissioner ornered us to stoc rcldiiio, a new road in

.ampshire, when did anybody on either front bench say that he ought

Lc have no power to give us suen flrders? hover, !hat they said

was that he was tactless, or hasty, c)r lever have

the repucatt his le;;,al authority t7y frcti.1 w!-1-..t the lan cf th

r‘Duntr7 an(' the Fariament of this country authorise.

It is always the same tune, whether the subject is agriculture

or fisheries cr monopolies. "Give us a chance , they say; "we're

dcinp- our best. We'11 try to persuade the Community tc change its
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mind'.

It is the nature of this conspiracy against the electorate,

that the political parties have not arrived at it without personal

dereliction on tho part of individuals. Expesition of Labour Party

policy and assaults upon the deficiencies of Conservative policy

are often delivered straight to camera by a spruce and confident

individual emerging from an office corridor. It is a Mr Bryan Ocuo

who reprants environment in the shadow cabinet of the Obposition.

He is someone woll remembered as a courageGus and trenchant oppo-

nent of membership of the European Community .-a-s incompatible with

.1%Britain's parliamentary democracy; ,t1177i. many is the platform I have

share: with him in the past and complimented him upon his stance.

Now he belongs to an election team committed to britain's brompt

participation in European political and monetary union. How came

this transformation about? Weighed in toe balance against prospect:

of political office, parliamentary self-government in the Unitd

Kingdom has become light as a feather for Mr Gould.

Lock at - I do not say "listen te.', for you cannot - Mr Michael

Foot himself, that doughty fighter for the powers and authority of

the House of Commons, who inspired and lod the groat battle against

the European Communiti,ls Sill in 1972, Whv de never hear the

faintestmurmur from him, when his protee Neil Kinn(-)ck cc=its the

441% Labour Party depfr and diper to abannr2ent of its Gld oposition

to the E'roi)ean C=unity, 40 eppos:Lti:Dn entdrsd and a4.prcNd by

many a Labour 72arty conference? Where ar,i; now the phil.i0os of

7esteryc-ar? They have fallen silent, The sc,7rLii-L,nty c)f the british

;;;:l.e as represented in the house of Co=r)ns :aas ben ta.:'te:-EH away,

not indeed for patronage, but to save the face and the unity of the

Labour Party.

Many otl=s there sit today in the rasies of that Party ,,Jho,

remembering Fast words and -votes, grind their teetn in silence,

go reluctantly along with the judgement that in politics anything
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can be sold for votes, and comfort themselves with the
 grim

expectation of the fate that will befall the perpetrat
ors if

votes should prove not to have been purchased after al
l. It is

not an enjoyable sight to witness the moral suicide cf
 a Party

which was built upon seeking remedy through a majority
 in the

House of Commons for what it found amiss in r
cc iety.

From the humiliationt of the Labour Party and of its i
ndivi-

members
dual /whose behaviour made thQs)e humiliationf possible

, it is

almost a relief to turn to their Censervrtive counterp
arts, They at

any rate can claim the sympathy due to retrotates, the
 old lags'

charter. "Don't blame us now", they protest; 'we lost our virtue

donkey's years ago when Edward Heath dragged us throug
h a hedge

backwards by threatening us with the bgcy of dissolution. it's

all very well for you, Enoch Powell, te go on telling 
the electors

what you told them ever since 1972. We didn't tell them then; and

we're not telling them now: there's consistency for your Besides

which, how do you think we came by Gur seats GI-, as th
e case may be,

eur offices in the meantime, if not by ficcccrct
Prpp the yurscant 

which was compulsory attire in the Cc7ser-aatiei Party 
entil

MarF:,aret Thatcher tried to change the dres 
in 1'488 - 

and look where that got her2'

Some sneaking symuathy Inaye fc,r thedo self-confessr-d-victjms

14ef circumstance, but not eneug:h to core'ene the cl=ent conspiracy

to de(eiJe tLe electorate. "Game, set ad match', declared the

Prime nister on the morrew of -.,.astrient, hmded ever te 

the European Community another large churet ef decisien
s removed

from Parliament. 'It will he° , sat he, hPo Pccaliarcnt to decide 

in due course 'whether we accept n cemmon curreecy'l. T
hat must have

been 3aid with a chucklr, eyeirt:ç from the ti,i,ttref_e
tho electorL2

chasm beneath him He did not of course man, or 're did not happen

to mention, that the decision in the Heuse tf Commons w
euld be taken

an a free vote. On the contrary, the :evehnmont, enc.a safely ever
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the hurdle of the election, having trundled on
 down the tramline

into European political and economic union and
 committed itself

internationally, intends to make any consequen
tial alteration to

United Kingdom law a question of confidence an
d force the measure

through by means of whipping, on the precedent
 of the original

Communities Bill in 1972 or the Sin,Tle Europea
n .-1.ct Bill of 196.

If the Government were sincere in intending th
at monetary

union would be, as it ought to be, a matter for
 Parliament, they

would do two things which they consicui.usly r
efrain from dc)ing.

First. they would submit the issue to the elec
torate; and secondly,

they would withhold participatinn in any work 
or negotiation on the

subject until the 1972 f.ct had been amended on
 a free vote so as to

accommodate any legislation required for a hyp
athetical monetary

union.

That candid commentator M. Jacques Delors show
ed what he

thought of the Government and his contempt for
 them when he osten-

tatiously ennounced that he would hold back ti
ecision on an enlarged

European budget until after the British _:iehe
ral Election. So mucn

for the conspiracy against the electorate ia w
hich the pretended

political opponents are 'as thick as thves', 
with their common

determination to keep ,Lut of the election the 
whcl,o question whether

_an election ought to men anythin•all. 7ut wl)at ahut the

4" electors themselves?

vhu could make an argument to prov th,it th,:: electors have got

the politicians they doserve and have ril themselves to blame

iiCW cre we to vc:te" say the:, wo- want ,il-latever is still 

left c:f our right leci govern ourselves ani r,-i
cver what we have lest?'

When I tell them: "Use veur votes', th.:,y ask, "Ucw can we uskJ eu
r

votes when all the candidates are le.71iL,ue 
us?" Then I say

to them: ''Don't vote for anyc)ne whc will ric,t oroaise to
 :.pcse

or
tv his/her vcte and voice any further transfr

away frym T7Irliament. Surely that is =neugh. If it isn't,
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I repeat: don't vote for a man or a woman who will not 
promise not

to give your own rights away". Then comes the moment when truth

emerges. "But -", protests the elector, "but if I don'
t vote, the

other perishers may get in".

Quite so my friend. So you intend to put your party before

your country? It matters more to you, then, what laws are m
ade

and what taxes are levied in that short inter
val before the Europe&

Community takes the whole show over than whet
her you keep or throw

away the right which your forefathers created
 and defended to be

governed under an elected House of Commons? 
it is quite a neat

definition of a traitor, someone who puts hi
b.interest above his

41r country's freedom. The party politicians are worthy of you, and
 

you of them. They evidently have sized you up correctly a
nd

decided they can go on robbing you of your rights with impunity.

As long as they throw you a few bribes, they
 know that you will

go scrambling to pick them up, and to hell w
ith Parliament, freedom,

self-government and elections.

Friend, you as an individual have not got much power; but

you have got the power which makes a freebor
n Englishman, the

power to give your vote or to refuse it. If you have an ounce of

self-respect you will give it to no one who may use it to take

away what rights you still have. Only I say, do not come back to

me afterwards in your fetters and complain. 
I warned you; it

sr was you who put them on; my fault was to have thought that you

valued your freedom.
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Amid all the hither and thither about talks one great fact

stands out: the Ulster Unionists have no intention of discussing

the future of Northern Ireland if they have to do so under the

shadow of the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985.• Why should they? The Anglo-Irish Agreement, so far as the

British government was concerned, pre-judged the issue of Northern

Ireland's future by conferring a dominant voice in its government

upon a foreign country which claims that this province is part of

its own territory. That claim the British government allowed to

remain unchallenged and intact. Why? Because the real purpose of
/.!divA

successiveiadministrations, as anyone, including the IRA, can per-
t it4d 64144

fectly well deduce, Ls to work away until they Ja-an ease Ulster out

of the United Kingdom into an all-Ireland state. Why else, if that

were not their object, would they overlook the insult which clauses

2 and 3 of the Irish Republic's constitution convey?

41/ Ireland is truly part of the United Kingdom. It is worthwhile to

Never since 1921 has Britain sincerely accepted that Northern

look at the record; for it speaks for itself. When Britain made

the Treaty of 1921 which brought the Irish Rebellion to an end,

tney made it an absolute condition that the people of the new Free

State were to remain part of the British dominions and subjects of

the King Emperor. What unutterable and typically English humbug,

to say: "We reject your claim upon part of the United Kingdom,
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33 South Eaton Place, London SW1W 9EN 

071-730 0988
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but insist that you shall remain British subjects, wh
ether you

like it or not".

Even after the Free State became a republic in 1949, 
the

British still maintained their insistence. ° It makes no difference°

they said, "republic or no republic, we arc going to 
treat you just

the same as before: we shall regard you as our own people, let

you keep your votes in the United Kingdom and allow y
ou to come

in and go out just as you please". "Well", said the Irish, "if

that's how you insist on having it, that is your own 
funeral; but

don't expect us to listen when you ask us to take sec
tions 2 and 3

out of our constitution".

111, The long and the short of it is that from 1921 down t
o this

present moment British governments have been consiste
ntly bent

upon getting a united Ireland with Ulster as part of 
it. That was

the aim when they cut Northern Ireland off from the r
est of the UK

and made it into a separate state in 1922. That has been their

aim at every stage in the political changes and manoeuvrings of

the last twenty disastrous years. That is the objective of the

Northern Ireland Office and of all their skulldugg.,e
ry with inter-

party talks. Not once have they shown the slightest disposition

to entrench Northern Ireland's status as part of
tn:JUnited Kingdom.

Yet they allow the Secretary of State and the Prime M
inister

- - -

to go on trumpeting about the futility of terrorism. 
If anything

provides encouragement and support to terrorism it is
 the visible

intention of the British Government to attain the IRA
's objective

of a united Ireland. One obstacle, and one only, stands between

them and the attainment of their objective. That is the determina-

tion of the Ulster Unionist Party to be neither corru
pted nor de-

e ived but to hold out unshaken for Northern Ireland'
s right to

be treated unambiguously like any other part of the U
nited Kingdom.


